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3.1 In-core Fuel Hanagement1 ' '

The heart of a nuclear power station is the' reactor core producing

power from the fissioning of uranium or plutonium fuel. Expertness in

many different technical fields is required to provide fuel for continuous

economical operation of a nuclear power plant. In general, these various

technical disciplines can be dichotomized into "Out-of-core" and

"In-core" fuel management. In-core fuel management is concerned, as the

name implies, with the reactor core itself. It entails calculating the

core reactivity, power distribution, and isotopic inventory for the

first and subsequent cores of a nuclear power plant to maintain adequate

safety margins and operating lifetime for each core. In addition, the

selection of reloading schemes is made to minimize energy costs.

3.1.1 Importance of Fuel Management

For fossil fuel electric power stations there is a

relatively short time between when the fuel is taken from the earth and

fed into the boilers. Very little if any chemical processing of the

fuel is required and almost all of the cost for the fuel is for the raw

material itself. The simplicity of providing fossil fuel to an electric

power station should be contrasted with the complexity of doing the same

for a nuclear electric power station. Because of this, fuel management

is a very important aspect of supplying electric power with a nuclear

power plant.

The uranium ore must be procurred approximately 24 months before

it is to be used in the reactor. The ore must be chemically processed to

very high purities, enriched, and fabricated into fuel assemblies for

placement into the reactor core. The materials comprising the core are

more pure than the medicines we swallow and the machined precision of

the fuel assemblies is comparable to that in a fine wrist watch. A major

emphasis is placed on the manufacturing of the fuel to assure its

reliability so that the cost of the fuel material itself is only a fraction

of the total cost of the fuel assemblies.

The first core is supplied by the nuclear steam supply systems

(NSSS) vendor and may be viewed as one component among many (pumps, valves,

controls, etc.) in the NSSS. There are strong incentives for plants, and

hence, first cores, to be standard thereby simplifying licensing. To a

large extent the science (and art) of in-core fuel management does not

come into full play until core reloadings at the end of a reactor cycle

(EOC) are required. When the energy requirement for a reload cycle is

made, core fuel management calculation must proceed.

There are many practical aspects to in-core fuel management that

are implicit in the very nature of the tasks. The utility's nuclear engineer

must determine the energy requirements for the reload cycle more than a

year before it starts. The energy requirement 1* difficult to predict

precisely so far in advance of its actual use. Aa a consequence, the

designer analyzes reload situations that are valid over a small energy 351
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range or window about the expected energy use. The results provide

information that allow last minute adjustments to be made to the projected

energy requirement. A strict schedule must be followed throughout. The

process by which reloading decisions are made is logically divided into

three phases:

Phase 1 - Commercial decisions commence several months before

uranium must be sent to the enrichment plant for the reload under design

(presently about fifteen months before the reloading date). The most

active party is the utility who must specify eneTgy requirements.

Activities are highly commercial and characterized by relatively simple

computations. This phase is complete when the number of fuel assemblies

for the reload and their enrichment is set. New and old fuel assembly

positioning is not yet finalized.

Phase II — In-core fuel management calculations are now performed

to determine accurately the reload pattern for the new and used fuel.

Phase II begins approximately one year before the core is needed at the

site for reload. This generally occurs »t the beginning of the reactor

cycle (BOC) for the preceding core. The calculations for Phase II takes

place over a six month period and are complete when the selected reload

pattern meets the most stringent safety limitations such as q ^ and the

shutdown capability. Specification of the final loading pattern is

delayed as long as possible to allow consideration of the latest plant

operating information and projected energy requirements.

Phase III - Licensing commences in time to issue a reload licensing

report to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (currently three months prior

to criticality for that reload) and during this phase the three major parties

to core management — the utility, fuel vendor, and regulators — are likely

to be equally active. Activities during this time consist of justifying

the selected reload plan from a safety standpoint — documentation of new

methods or designs, confirmation that prior safety analyses remain valid,

revision to plant technical specifications if required, etc. This phase

is complete when the Federal Regulation (10 CFR-50) is net by an internal

review (not involving the NSC) showing that no new safety questions are

raised by the selected design and the NSC issurlng letter of approval for

the reloading to take place.

There is the possibility for the best laid plans to go awry, and

this often happens in the core management process. Common causes in the

past were fuel failures requiring that substantially nore fresh fuel be

loaded, equipment failures requiring a prolonged outage and thus an

Incentive to reload early, changes to the utility's system plan requiring

that the plant stay on the line longer, and new regulatory requirements

(10 CFR 50, App. K) leading to fuel assembly design changes. In addition,

there is always the possibility that the work of a subsequent phase will

upset the preceding ones — it may not be possible to meet power peaking

constraints with the fuel chosen in Phase I, or the regulatory interaction

may require revisions to the loading pattern selected in Phase II. The

process is in truth a dynamic one with hundreds of interactions among the

major parties and among their personnel. An illustration of the process,

based upon fact, is shown in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.

In summary, fuel management is important to allow all of the

complex and difficult decisions to be made in sufficient time for the fuel

to be loaded into the reactor on schedule. A logical sequence of decisions
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Tablel

ILLUSTRATIVE CORE MANAGEMENT SEQUENCE

(1) Utility specifies energy requirements and preferences for
spent fuel utilization for loading N.

(2) Vendor recommends alternative core loadings, varying new
assembly number and enrichment to satisfy energy require-
ments.

(3) Utility modifies (2) to minimize power costs, orders
uranium and fuel fabrication, and detailed design commences.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

4

3

3
2

1

0

(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)

(13)
(14)

Core loading of cycle N-1 commences and a fuel assembly
intended for loading N is found to be unusable. Utility
and vendor consider alternatives of running a used fuel
assembly to higher burnup or ordering a special low
enrichment assembly as an alternative — the latter is chosen.

Loading N-1 commences power production and is found to be
somewhat less reactive (won't last as long) than predicted,
subsequent calculations are adjusted accordingly.
A preliminary core loading pattern is selected by the vendor
but it has very little margin to license limits. The utility
agrees that plant operating procedures can be modified if
necessary to prevent derating the plant to stay within license
limits.

The loading pattern is shown to meet all major constraints
except for the temperature coefficient of reactivity. It is
concluded a new safety analysis would show the temperature
coefficient to be acceptable and the analysis is started.
A reload safety review is prepared.by the vendor and sent to
the utility for revision as necessary and transmitted to the NRC.
NRC requests a meeting and more documentation to justify the new
limit on temperature coefficient.
Utility specifies energy requirements for loading N+l.
Utility system requirements make it desirable to run the unit two
weeks longer than originally planned. Analysis shows this does
not require revision to the existing loading pattern.
NRC okays loading plan but requests special startup testing.
following the reload.
Core loading takes place uneventfully.
Utility and vendor analyzes normal and special startup tests and
demonstrate safe operation.

and processes must take place to insure the reliability and economical use

of the fuel. In conclusion, in-core fu«i management is important because

it determines:

(1) the power distribution in the core to allow for

the safety analyses that must be performed,

(2) the k .. to insure the energy requirements are met, and

(3) the isotopic inventory used in economic analyses.

3.1.2 Design Objectives and Scope of Fuel Management

Before continuing, it is necessary for the nuclear engineer

to understand precisely the relevant important reactor physics terns.

A list of some of these terms are:

Neutron flux - imagine a small sphere of cross-sectional area A

in the reactor. The number of neutrons intersecting the

sphere per second divided by A is a rigorous definition

of the neutron flux. If the center of the sphere is at

point £, we refer to the neutron flux as $(r).

Thermal neutrons - neutrons with energies in thermal equilibrium

with the thermal motion of matter, I.E., less than

approximately 1 electron volt.

Microscopic cross section, a - an effective area surrounding a

nucleus which will result in an interaction with an Incident

neutron if it enters the area.

k__ - the ratio of the total reactor neutron population for a

neutron generation over the population of the previous

neutron generation. If k „ ° 1, the neutron population

remains constant and the reactor is critical. If k £ f > 1,
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the neutron population and power increase with time, the

reactor is supercritical.

k^ - refers to the k „ of a core or region having infinite

size (no leakage of neutrons from the reactor).

k - equal to (k fj-D and is a quantitative measure of

the supercriticality of the reactor.

Excess reactivity, p - ratio of k ^ ^ g ove
"eff"1

, (-j )
ss " v " eff

One neutron group theory (thermal group) - reactor analysis nay

be performed assuming all neutrons are thermal, and that

they effectively interact as if they were at one energy.

Each parameter used in the analyses is averaged over the

thermal neutron spectrum, and the equations incorporating

these one velocity parameters are called one group equations.

Moderator - material used in the reactor core and reflector to

rapidly reduce the energy of the neutrons.

(H,0, D,0, Be, C contain the elements used in all moderators)

Coolant - a fluid used to flow past and remove heat from the fuel

in the reactor core and maintain the reactor core at

acceptable temperatures.

(H20 may be both a moderator and a coolant, whereas graphite is

only a moderator, and sodium is a coolant only).

Other terms are described in any basic reactor physics text.

The design objectives of all reactors are relatively similar. They

must meet energy and power requirements for the lifetime of the power

plant, at ainisun costs, while operating within a safe envelope of criteria

and constraints.

Power Distribution

A nuclear reactor is designed to produce a thermal output of

energy, Q , using a fixed number of fuel assemblies, N_,. The fuel assembly
t i A

design differs significantly between the FUR and BWR core as can be seen

in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 where pictures of both types are shown, respectively.

Each fuel assembly is constructed with long, slender fuel rods positioned

equal distances apart. Approximately 9SZ of the power is produced by the

slowing down of fission products in the fuel rods, the remainder is

generated by fast neutrons slowing down in the water and by gamma and

beta particle interaction in the core. In this series of lecutres only

the PWR and BUR reactors are considered.

Each fuel assembly produces thermal power, P, at a rate depending

on its fuel and poison content and its core position. Thus, the sum of

the power produced by all of the fuel assemblies in the core must add

up to the total thermal power, Q , generated by the core. For the sane

total output, Q , the BUR requires a larger N and a larger core, than

the FWK. In all cases, safety constraints liait both the maximum power

density, ql!'> and the maximum linear heat generation rate, q_uc> produced

within a fuel rod to prevent exceeding any of the thermal safety limits,

i.e., departure from nucleate boiling (DNB), fuel melting, etc. The fuel

assemblies are placed side-by-side in an X-Y array to form an approximate

cylindrical core. The fuel assemblies in a BHK are positioned similarly

but the core is larger, has more control rods, and jet puaps arc positioned

inside the pressure vessel.

One of the principal design objectives in evaluating core perfomance

and predicting new fuel loadings is thus the determination of the power

density distribution, q'"(r_), within the core as a function of core life. " ™
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The pover density, q'"(r^, is the power produced by a unit volume of the

core at position r_. The temperature distribution, hot channel factors, and

change In lsotopic content are directly related to qf'*(r). For incore

fuel management purposes, another important quantity to follow is the

thermal power produced by each fuel assembly obtained by integrating

q'"(£) over the volume of the fuel assembly, V .

q'"(r)dV (1)

FA
By following the power produced by a fuel assembly during its life in

the core, its isotopic content can be determined when it is removed from

the core, and used for economic evaluation. The fuel assembly power

and isotopic content are chosen as basic units to follow because the fuel

assembly is the minimum unit that can be changed or identified when

refueling cores or reprocessing spent fuel.

Let P. be the power produced by the j fuel assembly, where j can

represent any fuel assembly within the core. To simplify the calculations,

a term called the normalized power (sometimes referred to as the power

fraction or power factor ) NP., for the j fuel assembly is introduced

where

Zi (2)

the average power produced per fuel assembly in the core

(3)

In terms of thermal output, the absolute value of P is

P - Qt/NFA (4)

By this means the power P. of any fuel assembly in the core can be

determined using

P. - HP. • P (5)

obtained by rearranging Eq. (2).

With these few simple but very important equations, Eq. (2) through

Eq. (4), the procedure for performing in-core fuel management begins. All

of the complications in the calculations are associated with determining

precise values for NP.,. Consequently, the major portion of in-core

fuel management involves calculating the HP.'s.

A principal goal of in-core fuel management is to calculate the

NP 's as a function of core life using automatic core depletion codes.

A simple first approximation of NP. is given using one group (thermal

group) theory. By definition

(5)

where

fj

'FA

- avenge energy released per fission that is absorbed
in the fuel assembly (moderator included)

- the thermal fission macroscopic cross section averaged
over the j t h fuel assembly

« the average thermal flux in the j fuel assembly

« volume of a fuel assembly

With these definitions, 357



"FA
<6a>

It also follows using Eq. (8), (6b), and (2) that

*i hi <6b)

It is Important to note that the absolute value of the thermal flux,

?., can be determined from Eq. (6b) and Eq. (4)

NP.
FA

IIP -P

Gi" GIfi VFA

(7)

The extension of one group theory to many groups Is straightforward and

will be introduced later. However, one group theory will be used throughout

this section to keep the explanation simple.

Presently all fuel assemblies are of equal size for the core of a

commercial nuclear power plant; however, the fuel element size, V^,,, for

one power plant may differ from that of another power plant. To analyze

a core, drop the subscript FA, and use

V m vv FA

Substitution of Eq. (6b) into Eq. (3) results in an equivalent

expression for P.

3»
NFA

(8)

HP.
HFA Zf 1

NFA

L-£3
(9)

It is important to notice that Eq. (9) is a function of the nuclear

paraneters E f. and $. only, and that the elative values of the flux, ~t.,

Can be used here. The variation of $ as a function of core position, is

normally calculated ia a relative and not absolute Banner, by the neutron

diffusion theory codes. Hence, it is easy to use these codes to determine

the NP.'s. The absolute values of the power are obtained from F and Eq. (3)

whereas the absolute flux values are obtained from Eq. (7). A set of

calculated NP 'a for the Three Nile Island Unit 1 core (TMI-1) at its

beginning of cycle (BOC) is shown in Fig. 4 using a plan view of 1/8 of the

core. Only 1/8 of the core is given because the core hat 1/8 core lyametry.

Using the NP 's of Fig. 4, the P.'s of four fuel assemblies are calculated

in Example 1.

13

9

13

5
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Core Reactivity and Control

For the reactor to produce the required pover durir.g the

lifetica of the core, the reactor wist be able to remain critical

(k f f " U *t full power throughout the life of the core. To do thia,

there Bust be sufficient core k £ f f at BOC to allow for the fuel burnup

to provide the energy requirements during the core llfetlae. Presently

cores are designed to last approximately one year before partial refueling.

In addition, sufficient reactivity control mist alvays be available to

shut the reactor down, i.e., reduce and maintain the core '*eff below 1.

Exanple 1

The TMI-1 nuclear pover plant operating parameters are:

Q t - 2,535 tH " 177

Determine the P. for fuel assemblies j - 1, 4, 8, and 21 at

BOC. Using Eq. (4).

p . i=^L . 14.32 jfc/fuel assembly

Fig. 6 show* KP1 - 1.04 and NP4 - 1.41, also

M5
8 0.9i sad OT>21 - O.ti

The power produced by any fuel assembly, P., can then be determined

using Eq. (4)

Therefore, vning Eq. (4)

14.89 Hw

P4 - (1.41)(14.32) « 20.19 Mn

P8 - (0.94) (14.32) - 13.46 lit

P., - (0.44)(14.32) - 6.30 Mw

1-3

3SS



The core k ,. at EOC must be much greater than 1 to override the loss

in reactivity due to (1) the change in moderator temperature (and

voids for a EWS); (2) the change in the fuel temperature (Doppler

effect); (3) xenon and samarium fission product buildup; and

(4) loss of fuel and resulting buildup of the other fission products

during the reactor cycle.

The scope of in-core fuel management covers the calculation

of the reactivity and control of the various cores throughout the

life of the plant. Decisions must be made at each stage of

refueling the core as well as during operation. To make these

decisions, a systematic set of reactor physics calculations must be

performed.

Macroscopic Cross Sections

The determination of the macroscopic crosa sections is

the first step taken to perform in-core fuel management and presents

a most important and Interesting aspect of the subject. The

macroscopic cross section, I, is defined as the product of the

microscopic cross scctim, a, and the number density, H, of the

exposed material

I - NO . (10)

The microscopic cross section, o, is defined in the glossary in the

beginning of Section 3.1.2. The interaction referred to is between

the nucleus of an atom and the neutron, and the interaction may be a

scattering event, an absorption event followed by a gamma-ray emission

(capture), or any number of different types of reactions.

Let

o - microscopic cross section for the i isotope

and x reaction

N. - number density of the i isotope

then Eq* (11) becomes

NOI

(11)

where

KOI is the number of isotopes in the material. The sum is taken

over all isotopes in the material exposed to the neutrons.

To enlarge the concept further, we aay restrict the reaction to

neutrons having energies all within a range of energies, e.g., thermal

neutrons, between 0.625 ev and 5000 ev, <tc. All neutrons having

energies within the defined limit aay be referred to as Group g

neutrons. In this case, the macroscopic cross section may be written

as:
NOI

(12)

where the subscripts

th
K. is the number density of the i isotope

g refers to energy group

i refers to an isotope

x refers to the reaction



It should be noted here that the microscopic crosB section, 0(E)> is

a function of neutron energy, and hence, group.

Methods for calculating the macroscopic cross section as well

as its physical interpretation are covered thoroughly at the beginning

of all reactor physics texts. Consequently anyone interested in

studying these parameters should utilize references texts because only

a brief and simple presentation is given here.

A fuel assembly consists of discrete components, fuel rods,

spacer grids, control rod channels, etc., which taken separately produce

widely varying £'s both as a function of position within the fuel

assembly and as a function of neutron energy. Ultimately the fuel or

sections of the fuel assembly must be characterized by few group

macroscopic cross sections. The few group cross sections or group

constants are derived to conserve the reaction rates, Na$, as a

function of neutron energy, core position, and fuel depletion. The

process by which the group constants are determined is one of the most

difficult problems to solve. Special codes are available for deriving

the few group constants, and the easiest codes of this type to use

are the VPI codes,*3^ F A R C O N / 4 ' D I S F A C ^ and SLOCON.(6^ The more

rigorous codes like LEOPARD* ' and GAM-GATHER* * ' are used to provide

accurate group constants for designing reactor cores. However, before

proceeding further in the discussion, it is advantageous to present

the calculational methods in sequence.

The source of the cross section data comes from the fundamental

measurements and theoretical calculations of neutron interactions with

the various isotopes. Such data as exists in the literature have been

studied, interpreted frr its validity, and compiled for use with

nucleonic codes in the Evaluated Nuclear Data Files/B (ENDF/B data

library files.)*105 Except for the Monte C a r l o ( U ) and HC 2 codes/ 1 2 5

the ENDF/B data is much too detailed and complicated for direct use

with the LEOPARD and GAM-GATHER type multigroup codes used to generate

macroscopic cross sections. Consequently intermediate codes such as

ETOG,(135 ETOM,*145 and FLANGE-II(155 are used to generate multigroup

cross section libraries for the LEOPARD and GAM-GATHER type codes as

shown in Fig. 5.

A typical neutron energy spectrum for a light water reactor (LWR)

extends from 0 to above 10 Mev as shown in Fig. 6. Neutron behavior

in matter makes it convenient to divide the neutron energy spectrum

into the fast and thermal groups also shown in Fig. 6. In the fast

group, the neutrons continually lose energy as they scatter off the

nuclei in the core whereas thermal neutrons nay increase or decrease

their energy through such encounters. The neutron microscopic cross

sections, o(E), may fluctuate in magnitude by several orders of

magnitude over a 10Z change in energy; consequently, the reaction rates,

Noif, will vary similarly. In order to analyze neutron behavior over the

full neutron energy spectrum, both the fast and thermal energies are

further divided into many subenergy groups of AE intervals within which

the neutron behavior is relatively uniform and the reaction rates are

easily averaged. The more subgroups employed, the smaller the interval

AEn< and the less c(E) changes across the subgroup. If the change in

o(E) across AE is sufficiently small, the group cross section remains

fixed and essentially independent of the different reactor designs. If

361
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the multigroup structure consists of groups so numerous that the energy

width is very small, i.e., greater than 1000 groups, the variation of

the cross section across the energy groups can be made linear and small.

For such a multigroup structure, it is obvious that the microscopic

cross sections remain independent of the reactor system and neutron

spectrum* In practice computer codes having such large numbers of groups

are not utilized.

The LEOPARD code uses 54 energy groups in the fast region and

172 groups in the thermal range; however, the cross sections assigned

to each of these groups are consistent for light water reactors only.

A finer group structure and a more rigorous analysis is used by the

GAM-GATHER code to provide fine group cross section essentially

independent of reactor systems, but this code is costlier to run.

The fine group cross sections are stored as a permanent multi-

group library in codes used to generate few or broad group constants.

For example, the LEOPARD code is used to determine two group macroscopic

cross sections as represented by:

Group 1 (Fast)

hr

Group 2 (Thermal)

a» **• a n d

"ltr

hi' V Z2f E2a> and D2 3E,2tr

where the subscripts

f refers to fission

a refers to absorption

R refers to scattering from Group 1 to Group 2

tr refers to the transport cross section

and the other symbols are standard.

After the broad group constants have been determined for all

regions of the core, the data can be used with a multigroup diffusion

theory code to determine the core k _- and the fluxes, 4>'s» as

summarized briefly in the next section.

Solutions to the Multigroup Diffusion Equations

The static multigroup diffusion equation for a number

of specified groups in one, two, or three dimensions can be solved

using high speed digital computers. For economical reasons, the

in-core fuel manager chooses the minimum number of groups and

dimensions to perform the calculations. These codes are principally

used to determine the core k „ and power distribution, and the accuracy

demanded of the code depends on the purpose of the task.

The one group diffusion theory code is written as

NT* - I
"eff

(13)

where all terms have their standard definition. The group constant!

D, t&, and k^, are determined by the cross section generating code*

and substituted into Eq. (12) to obtain a solution for k .. and 4>. The

power distribution as represented by the HP.'s, Eq. 9, can then be

determined.

For practical design calculations it is necessary to use more

than one group codes.

3S3



3(4

For research reactors with axial symmetry, I.e., the standard

TRIGA, or homogeneous reactors,' ' a one-dimensional 2-group

diffusion theory code vill suffice. The present LUR design used to

produce electric power requires more accurate codes except to perform

crude survey type calculations. In general, LWR's can be analyzed

with 2-group equations although coarse Vi group codes, e.g., FLAKE,

are popular, especially where the BWR is concerned. For many of the PWR

analyses, two dimensions will suffice; however, the BWR requires three

dimensions.

The nuclear engineer selects each code to perform a task. Shown

in Fig. 7, special codes are used to generate group constants which are

then used to solve multigroup diffusion theory codes. The output of

a multigroup diffusion code gives the pnint-by-point values of the group

fluxes, $., and the core k „ . Ihe latter term is used to establish

the lifetime energy capability of the core and reactivity control

information, whereas the former, $., is used to determine the power

distribution. As stated previously the relative values of the fluxes,

$., are used to determine NP. via Eq. (9), and Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are

used to determine the magnitude of the power, P., for each fuel assembly.

This information together with the control requirements and thermal

hydraulic effects permit the burnup calculations to proceed.

Core Burnup and Isotopic Inventory

Once the reactor begins to produce power, U-235 begins

to deplete producing the fission product xenon. The buildup of xenon

initially causes the core reactivity to reduce dramatically as shown

i" F i8- 3. The xenon buildup also produces a noticeable shift in the

MULTIGROUP LIBRARY

of

MICROSCOPIC CROSS SECTIONS

CODES TO GENERATE

MACROSCOPIC

CROSS SECTIONS

V V
EXAMPLE

tEOPABB

GAM-GATHER

MULTIGROUP DIFFUSION THEORY

CODES

(CALCULATE k e f f. Jy RP^)

EXAMPLE.
FOG<26> c m W 2 7 )

EXTERMINATOR II
(28)

Figure 7

System for Calculating Macroscopic
Cross Sections, k ..,and $
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Fig. 8. Core k e f f as a Function of Burnup

power distribution. For the FUR the loss in reactivity due to xenon

buildup and other fission products is compensated for by reducing the

soluble boron content in the water moderator. The BWR compensates by

withdrawing control rods from the core. The change in the kfiff or

soluble boron content for a FUR as a function of core burnup over the

core life (Fig. 8) can be easily determined using one dimension 2-group

diffusion theory calculations, provided the core Is properly honogeni*su.

As stated previously, a BWR requires a three-dimensional calculation.

The FUR also nay require a 3-dinensional analysis if an accurate

assessment of the power distribution and isotopic inventory is required;

however, 1- and 2-dimensional codes suffice for certain information.

The axial shape In a FUR core may be changed by axial power shaping

(partial length) control rods, and an accurate picture of their effect

can only be seen in a three-dimensional calculation. Special attention

must be given to burnable poisons at beginning of the first cycle because

errors made in the flux-depression (self-shielding) calculations

propogate into the calculated macroscopic cross sections and such errors

nay be magnified near the end of the reactor cycle affecting subsequent

cycles. A reactor cycle refers to the time a reactor core operates,

starting at the beginning of the cycle, BOC, until it oust shut down

for fuel reloading; It includes the reloading time.

The power distribution across the core is never flat, so the

fuel assemblies produce power, P., of different magnitudes. The power

distribution as represented by the NP.'s at BOC establishes the

essential data needed to determine the isotopic change in each fuel

assembly as the core begins to deplete. Those fuel assemblies having

NP > 1 deplete faster than the fuel assembly with

p • - P or NP. - 1.0

and deplete more slowly when NP. < 1. The depletion of each fuel

assembly is calculated at a function of It* burnup, BU

let

Assuming a constant power dictribution for a tine period, d,

ABU(d) - burnup of the average fuel uienbly after
operating d days at full power

ABU(d). - corresponding burnup of the j fuel assembly
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The burnup ABU(d). is defined as Answer

ABU(d). - (NP.) P d

(1A)

(15)

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (7) and rearranging terms, we

obtain

ABu(d).
(16)

Eq. (16) relates the flux $. to the burnup of the fuel assembly, an

important relation when calculating the isotopic changes during the

reactor cycle.

The units of burnup are usually either megawatt days (Mwd) or

megawatt days per initial metric tonne uranium (Mwd/MTU*). It can be

observed from the following example why Hwd/MTU is normally preferred

when comparing burnups of the fuel assemblies from different reactors:

Example 2

The TRIGA reactor contains 90 fuel elements and operates at

1 Hut (megawatt thermal). Compare the average burnup of • TRIGA fuel

element with the fuel assembly of TM-1 after 3 days and 100 daya of

full power operation, respectively. Mats of U in TRIGA cor* • 17 kg

of 20Z enriched U and the mat* of U in the TMI-1 la 82.1 metric

tonnes uranium (MTU) of approximately 35! enriched U.

The standard ton (2000 lb) is used when analyzing BWR cores.

TRIGA

-i- .01111 Mw

ABU(t). - P • d

ABU(3) - .01111-(3)

- .03333 Mwd

ABU(IOO) - 1.11 Hwd

THt-1

? - 14.32 M B

AB1JC3) - 14.32(3)

- 42.96 Hud

l - 1432 Mwd

M_, • mass of D in a fuel assembly

„ _ 82.1 MTH

FA T T " °-189**

(90 fuel elements in TRIGA core)

"FA 1.89 x 10" 4 MTU

ABU(3) -

ABU(IOO)

.03333

1.89 x 10"

1.11

m 1 7 6 - 3 5

1.89 x 10.-4
5882 Mud/MTU

0.4638 KID
XA A/ /

(177 fuel elenents in TMI-1 core)

M ^ « 0.4638 MTD

ABD(3) - 92.6 Mwd/MTU

ABU(IOO) - 3087 Hwd/MTU

Mote that the units of Mwd for the two cores differ by orders of

magnitude for the full power days of operation whereas they differ by

less than a factor of 2 in Mwd/MTU. This difference Is due to the

different enrichments of the fuel. For LWR's, where the enrichments

of the fuel are of the saae nagnitudasi the units t-f Hud/MTU can be

used to compare directly the burnup of fuel from different size reactors.

However, utility engineers assigned penunently to a single reactor find

Hwd a more useful term, becsuse Mwd relates directly to their reactor.
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The reactor produces power principally by the fission process.

The U-235 isotope produces the major part of the fission energy although

Pu-239 builds up during core operation to where this isotope supplies

significant energy before the fuel is removed from the core. Fig. 9

depicts the change in the principal isotopes for a typical LWR as a

function of fuel burnup.

The change in isotopic content in each fuel assembly is a function

of its composition and Its depletion rate. As the core depletes, the

various fuel assemblies deplete at different rates causing a continual

shift in the power distribution across the core. For the purpose of

calculations, the shift or change in power distribution is followed In

sufficiently small burnup steps to keep the change in the power distribution

small over a single burnup step. Specifically, the core depletion is

calculated over separate time steps, d,, where d^ is the length of the

£ t h step in Mwd/MTU. In general, for lMR's, d^ is taken as 100 Mwd/HTU for

the first step to allow for equilibrium Xe to build up in the core, after

which dj is increased. Table 2 provides an example of a depletion

schedule for a core. During each time step, the calculation assumes

that the power distribution or flux distribution remains constant

as defined in Eq. (16). I*t

ABU(d-). J*• the burnup of the j fuel assembly during tine atep d^

» the burnup of the average fuel assembly during time atep d-.

Then the cumilative burnup or burnup, BU can be repretented aa

n
BU(t ). » I ABtKd.). (17)

n j * i x, j

Step No.

(=)

Table 2

Core Depletion Schedule

Step ABu(d)
MHD/MTD

for the j t b fuel assenbly and

Burnup

MWD/MTD

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

100

400

500

1000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

2000

100

500

1000

2000

4000

6000

8000

10000

12000

14000

16000

BU(t) -
n

for the.average fuel aiieably. Hire

1-1

where n - "he number of burnup steps.

(18)

(19)
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Fig. 9. Build-up of Uranium and Plutonium Isotopes

The flux, 4>. at each step is determined using Eq. (16).

Substituting Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) into Eq. (17) result* in

(20)

f)(P)- I (NPf)(P)(d.) (21)

381

where

- the power produced by the j fuel assembly during the

i, burnup step.

th
NP. - the normalized power of the J fuel assembly during

the Jl burxvup step.

Example 3

Compute the burnup of the innermost fue.l element and the outermost

fuel element in a TRIGA core after the first, second, and third burnup

steps given below. Compare their burnup to the average burnup.

Three tine steps are used where the burnup steps for the core or

average fuel element are given first

'dj - 100 .

:d2 - 500 Hud/MTU

d3 - 1000 tfvd/MV

For two of the fuel elements, the HP.'s are as follows:

Step No. (£)

1

2

3

Answer:

Using Eq. 21

Innermost fuel

Innermost KF.

1.54

1.50

1.46

element:

Outermost ur

0.74

0.76

0.79

BU(.t3)in - (1.54) (100) + (1.50) (500) + 1.46(1000)

- 154 + 750 + 1460

- 2364 M»d/MTU



Outermost Fuel Element where

BU(t,) .. - (O.74)(100) + (0.76) (500) + (0.79) (1000)
j out

- 74 + 380 + 790

BU(t-) . - 1244 Mwd/MTU
J OUt

Average Fuel Element

BU(t3) - 100 + 500 + 1000

- 1600 Mwd/MTU

At the end of each burnup step, BU(d)., a calculation is made

to determine the new isotopic inventory for the core. The laws which

govern the change in isotopic inventory of the fuel and non-fuel

materials are very similar. The effects on the reactor produced by

the change in fuel and non-fuel isotopes, however, can be quite

different. Xenon is a transitory fission product which builds up to

an equilibrium value * few days after startup; after shutdown, xenon

builds up to a peak value but disappear! from the core after several hours

with a 9.2 hour half-life. Other fission products build up and approach

equilibrium values during the reactor cycle. In general, the isotopic

inventory at any point and tine in the reactor can be determined

using solutions to Eq. (22)

ai

"c.i-1

* number density of the non-fuel isotopes i or i-1

• decay constant of the non-fuel isotope i

• absorption microscopic cross section of isotope 1

« the capture microscopic cross section for the

isotope i-1

• number density of the precursor

• decay constant of the precursor

- fission product yield

* flux as determined by Eq- (16)

* macroscopic fission cross section

Many of the non-fuel isotopes do not require all five terms on

the right hand side of Eq. (22). For example, a uniform distribution

of 1 0B uses

dt (23)

which is a very simple expression. B has no precursors, N A - 0;

it is not produced by fission, X. - 0; it is not radioactive A - 0;

Q
and B does not exist (N. ^ • 0 ) . Other non-fuel isotopes can be

similarly represented by Eq. (22); however, Xe involves all five terns

(9)

in following its buildup and decay; although the last term in

Eq. (22) is small.

The fuel isotopes are handled in a sinilar manner except that

the fission product yield term, y±, is not applicable/1'5'10*28'
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The solution to these equations for both fuel and non-fuel isotopes

is a sum of exponentials, which are a function of the neutron fluxes, $.

The change in isotopic composition as a function of exposure, BU(tn)., is

detemined from the power P. and the corresponding <t>. that occurs at

each step (Eq. 7 ) . Thus all depletion calculations must compute the flux

in each region of the core to determine the change in isotopic

composition as a function of time. At the end of each burnup step, a new

set of macroscopic cross sections are determined producing a set of

discrete values for each group constant as depicted for Z^ and E^ in

Fig. 10. Each new set of macroscopic cross sections determined at the

end of a burnup step differ from the previous set because of two effects.

One, of course, is due to the change in the number density, H^, of the

various isotopes within each fuel assembly. The other effect is on a

which is produced by the neutron spectrum change that occurs as a result

of the new material composition. Consequently, it is not sufficient to

determine the change in £. due to the change in N^ alone, but an

additional spectrum calculation must also be made, to detemine the new

a of Eq. (10). Codes such as LEOPARD determine the o's based on both

effects after each time step.

The step-by-step burnup calculation of a nuclear reactor over one

reactor cycle accounts for the changes in the power distribution and k e f f

as the core depletes. At the end of a reactor cycle, a portion of the

core, called a batch, is removed, the remaining fuel assemblies are moved

to new locations, and new fuel is loaded into the unfilled core positions.

Although it is presently the goal of the nuclear engineer to effect a flat

power distribution across the core with the new core configuration,

2.747 w/o TMI PWR FUEL ASSEMBLY
Zo x .878 E-01 cm"1

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 25,000

—•*- BURNUP MWD/MTU

Fig. 10. Change in Macroscopic Cross Sections with Burnup

significant differences inevitably occur between the HP.'» for the inner

and outermost fuel assemblies. In addition, fuel is more economically

utilized if all fuel assemblies to be removed from the core have received

<t burnup close to their allowed maximum burnup.

For all LWR's the maximum burnup limit for a Ut>2 pellet !• approximately

55,000 Mud/MTU. The average burnup of a fuel assembly is limited by the

axial hot channel factor and thus for an axial hot channel factor of 1.4,

35S
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the maximum average burnup for a fuel assembly is approximately 40)000

Mwd/MTU. The HTU (metric tonne of uranium or heavy metal) unit is

normally used for PWR's, but for BUR's General Electric uses a regular

ton, i.e., 2000 lbs. Care should be used when comparing burnup values

for BWR's and PWR's.

The burnup distribution for the TMI-1 reactor at the end of cycles

1, 2, and 3 are shown in Figs. 11, 12, and 13, respectively. The average

burnup for these cycles is 14,415 Mwd/MTU, 7900 Mad/MTU, and 8900 Mwd/MTO,

respectively. At the end of cycle 1, all fuel assemblies labeled B in

Fig. 11 (2.06 w/o U-235) are removed from the core and except for the

central fuel assembly, all other fuel assemblies are shuffled to leave

the perimeter positions free for fresh fuel. At the end of cycle 2

(Fig. 12), the burnup distribution is relatively flat except for those

fuel assemblies loaded at the beginning of cycle 2. Fig. 13 is for the

third cycle and its is the first cycle wherein all fuel assemblies, except

Che central fuel assembly, remain for three cycles. The central fuel

assembly is replaced every two cycles by a low depleted fuel removed

from a previous cycle. In general, PWR's replace 1/3 of the core every

year with new or fresh fuel.

BUR's on a one year cycle attempt to replace 1/5 of the core

at each reload stage. Small BWR's like the Oyster Creek reactor replace

1/4 of the core each year. The Brown's Ferry BWR's are now on 18 month

reload cycles and remove typically 20 to 40 percent of the fuel assemblies

at each reload.

The

A -
B -
C -

B

13555

B

16721

A

15531

BOC Enrichment

2
2
3

06 w/o U-235
747 w/o U-235
OS w/o U-235

BU

A

B

A

(in MWD/MTU)

16000

18236

15975

B

A

B

A

18515

16021

17816

15000
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B

A

B

A

16074

17821

14294

15910

11957

B

A

B

A

C

C

17325

15033

15942

13102

12764

9394

C

B

C

c

c

15883

14657

13620

12519

8854

c

C

C

11923

11364
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Fig. 11 Burnup Distribution of THI-1, EOC-1
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1
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9
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3
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5
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Fig. 12. Burnup Distribution of TMI-1, EOC-2 Fig. 13 Burnup Distribution of TMI-1, EOC-3
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In all cases, fuel management attempts to get maximum burnup of

all fuel assemblies before removal from the core. Hence it is desirable

to have the burnup of a batch be uniform as it approaches the end of

its last cycle in the core.

Xenon Oscillation Problem

The buildup of Xe-135 in the core is caused by the direct

production from fission product yield CYjrgEf *) and by the decay of the

fission product isotope 1-135 (NjAj)(See Eq. 22). The Xe-135 production

rate depends, in part, on the neutron flux or power distribution and

the time variation of the amount of Xe-135 at that core position and is

a function of both the Xe-135 and 1-135 decay constants. In large

reactors, the neutron flux may be assymetrically distributed either axially,

radially, or azinuthally. Where the neutron flux or power is higher,

the Xe-135 initially builds up to a higher concentration than its

symmetric location in the reactor. At some point the Xe-135 begins to

cause the flux in the high power region to decrease. As the flux decreases

in this region, its symmetric position in the other part of the core

begins to increase. The dynamics of the neutron flux — Xe concentration

interaction is such as to induce oscillation in the Xe-135 and power

distributions.

The extent to which a reactor is susceptible to spatial Xe-135

oscillation depends upon the core dimensions, the power level, the

shape of the flux distribution, and the influence of reactivity feedback

mechanisms of the moderator, void (BUR), and fuel temperature. In

order to prevent regions of the core from exceeding the power pecking

constraint, it is necessary to design the reactor to be stable, or

self-damped, to Xe-135 oscillations. Analyses indicate that self-

damped conditions can be designed into the core for radial and

azimuthal-type oscillations but not for axial oscillations. In the

TM1 reactors, partial length control rods are used to control such

oscillations.

3.1.3 Definitions of Some Additional Important Terms

We have now presented sufficient background information

to permit describing a few important terms. Terms or phrases used here

express some condition of the reactor or reactor fuel and there are

usually equivalent terms used in the industry to express the same

condition.

a) Radial Form Factor

The power distribution in the core is a function of the

radial and axial directions. The radial form factor is associated with

the radial power distribution.

The power each fuel assembly produces, relative to the average

power per fuel assembly, is a function of its material content, the

adjacent fuel assemblies, and its core radial position and is called

Relative Fuel Assembly Power, Power Fraction, Normalized Power, and

Relative Pover Peaking Factor (see Eq. 9). Superimposed on the relative

power produced by a fuel assembly is the ratio of the fuel rod power to

the average fuel rod power in a single fuel assembly. This latter effect

is called local power peaking factor or channel power peaking factor.

The axial power peaking factor or axial hot channel factor, together with

the normalized power, and local power peaking factor, are used to perform 373



thermal-hydraulic and safety calculations. The radial hot channel factor

is a product of the normalized power and the local power peaking factor.

b) Fuel in Reactor Dwell Time

From an economic point of view, the moment the reactor is in

the core, it is potentially available to generate power and revenue. It is

therefore important to know the residence time of the fuel in the core and

the time each fuel assembly remains in a core position. The reactor dwell

time relates to the residence time of the fuel in the core.

c) Load Factor

A nuclear power plant operates from the beginning of cycle,

BOC, to the end-of-cycle, EOC, and then shuts down for refueling. The ideal

plant cycle is one wherein the reactor operates at full power from BOC to

EOC. This does not happen often for several reasons. Unexpected system component

failures may force the reactor to shut down for repairs other than the time

used for normal maintenance and refueling the core. From time to time

regulatory agencies may require the reactor to shut down to check some safety

aspect of the system or perform unscheduled inspections and maintenance.

The power plant may thus be available for operation for a fraction of the

time during some accounting period.

The availability factor (NRC definition) is defined as the ratio

of the time the plant is available to generate electricity to the total time

during that period x 100.

Another reason the reactor say not operate at full power between

BOC and EOC is that the power system may not demand such power. The electrical

power system produces electricity on demand. There are cyclical

characteristics for electricity demand, i.e., greater demand during the

day than night, season to season variation as well as other frequency

structure superimposed on the demand cyclfs. If the power system does not

need the electricity, the reactor will be operated at a poweT less than

full power or rated capacity. The load factor of a power plant is the

average power demand to the peak power. Hence, the load factor of a power

plant varies between BOC and EOC and the average load factor for a reactor

cycle, i.e., time between BOC of one cycle to BOC of the next cycle, is

used in economic calculations.

Another term often used is the capacity factor. The capacity factor

,CF, is the net energy generated curing a time period divided by the

maximum dependable energy the unit could produce during the same period.

£p _ Energy produced during a time period
£p _

Max. Dependable Full Power x Length of Tine Period

It is thus possible to have CF's greater than 1 because power plants

may produce more electrical energy than the system can do dependably.

For example if the secondary system becomes more efficient due to low

temperatures in the cooling water, the electric power may be greater than

that anticipated.

d) Loading Window

The cyclical demand for energy forces a utility to establish

certain times during which the plant can be shutdown for refueling the core.

During spring and fall in the U.S., the electrical demand is low and provides

an excellent time to shutdown the nuclear power plants for refueling. A

time interval during which a reactor may be shutdown and refueled is called

a loading window.



e) Burnup

Eq. (17) and Eq. (21) describes the burnup quantitatively.

Example 2 provides an exercise in learning how to calculate burnup either

in MWD/'MTU or Megawatt days (Mwd). Nuclear engineers assigned to work on

one reactor for a utility usually use Mwd or Equivalent Full Power days,

EFPd, i.e..

EFPd Mwd (2A)
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f) The Equilibrium Cycle

At the end of the first cycle, some fuel assemblies are

removed which may never be rsed again In the core or they may be used in

some subsequent cycle. At the end of Che second cycle, a portion of the

core will again be removed and these fuel assemblies will have experienced

two cycles of burnup. Fuel removed from all subsequent cycles for a PUR

or a BUR on an 18-month cycle will all have undergone burnup in three

cycles. (An exception could be the fuel assembly in the central core

position which at TMI is removed every other cycle). If a third of the core

is reloaded in all subsequent cycles, a condition is reached where the BOC

core configurations are all essentially identical. When this occurs, each

subsequent cycle is referred to as an equilibrium cycle and the cycles

preceding the equilibrium cycle are called transient cycles.

In practice the equilibrium cycle is not attained because the

conditions necessary to attain an equilibrium cycle are almost impossible

to meet. Nevertheless the concept is a good one to use as a reference

for comparison with actual cores.

3.2 General Approaches to Fuel Management

a) Fuel and Channel Design

The physical design of the fuel channel for the FUR and BUR

have been previously described. For the fuel manager it is necessary to

represent the fuel water geometry in a configuration that can be

analyzed. The FUR fuel assembly provides a relatively easy geometry to

analyze because all fuel rods within a PWR fuel assembly have the same

enrichment and there are no large spaces open between fuel rods. The

heterogeneous effect can therefore be calculated to determine equi 'alent

homogeneous cross sections by nucleonic codes like LEOPARD.

The BUR fuel assembly requires more accurate codes, i.e., transport

cr Monte Carlo computer codes to calculate the equivalent homogeneous cross

sections. The LEOPARD cade can be used to determine the change in BUR

cross sections as a function of burnup provided the void fraction is not

too high. A more rigorous code like GAM-GATHER can be used to extend the

LEOPARD calculations for all possible void conditions in a BUR. The

EPS! CELL*21^ which uses a GAM-THERMOS*22* combination can be used to

calculate the equivalent homogeneous cross sections directly.

In both the BWR and PUR fuel assemblies, the fuel rods are

equally spaced apart (the pitch is constant); however, the BUR fuel rods

are all contained within a zircaloy box called a fuel channel. The fuel

rods in a PUR fuel assembly are not enclosed and allow free circulation of

water between adjacent fuel assemblies. Small w: _ei" gaps exist between FHR

fuel assemblies providing a. geometry not difficult to represent as an array

of unit cells. The LEOPARD code uses the concept of the unit cell to

generate group constants and provide a good starting point to explain

these calculations. 375



b) Unit Cell - LEOPARD Code

The LEOPARD code is organized around two codes. HUFT and

SOFOCATE, and computes both 2 and 4 group macroscopic cross sections.

MUFT is a 54-group Fourier-transform slowing down code which uses the

B. and Grueling-Goerti'.el approximations to calculate the fast cross

sections. The SOFOCATE code calculates the thermal-group constants

averaged over a Wigner-Wilkens spectrum using 172 energy groups. The

unit cell is homogenized at each of the 172 energy groups using the

(23)Anouyal, Benoist, and Horowitz (ABH) method, to provide the equivalent

homogeneous multigroup macroscopic cross sections for the Wigner-Wilkins

model. The cutoff energy between the fast (MUFT) and thermal (SOTOCATE)

groups is 0.625 eV. The lower limit of the thermal group goes to 0 eV

whereas the upper limit for the fast group is 10 MeV. The energy group

structure is shown in Fig. 14.

LEOPARD contains a depletion subroutine, BURN, to calculate the

change in cross sections as a function of the material buxnup. Consequently,

it is possible to obtain a complete set of macroscopic cross sections for

a fuel assembly over its lifetime in the core with one LEOPARD calculation.

LEOPARD assumes that the fuel assembly consists of a large array of unit

fuel cells arranged in either a square or hexagonal lattice.

A unit cell consists of a cylindrical rod protected by a cladding

material and both are surrounded by a moderator region. Both the square

and hexagonal unit fuel cells are shown in Fig. IS. An equivalent

cylindrical representation, also shown in Fig. 15, is used to calculate

the thermal self-shielding effects. A fictitious extra region, shown in

ENERGY.(E) LETHARGY(u) GP.NO.

10 MEV 0 I au=0.25

0.821 MEV

5.53 KEV

0.625 EV

THERMAL
OEV

2.50

•7.50

16.588

u=0.25

10

20
21

25

32
33

50
51
52
53
54

au=0.25

au=050

au=0.50

ALFO.50
AU=0.25

au=0.25
au= 0.2538
au= 0.2462
AU=0.30
AU=0.2884

Fig. 14 . Group Structure for MUFT-SOFOCATE (LEOPARD) Codes
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Fig. 16, is used to account for that portion of the core which is not

represented by the unit fuel cell. In a real reactor, there are water

slots. Instrument and control rod channels, etc. that are outside the

unit fuel cells, and these materials are incorporated into the extra region,

c) Method of Calculation Used

The calculation of the thermal constants is extremely

complex; consequently, many approximations must be made before actual

values can be obtained. The variation of the absorption cross sections

from 0 to 0.625 eV is very large producing a corresponding change in

the self-shielding of the neutron flux. This can be seen more clearly

in Fig. 17. As a consequence of the large change in cross section with

energy, the thermal energy group is subdivided into 172 groups to minimize

the change in self-shielding effects across any one group. The 172 energy

points are as follows: 0 eV to 0.006 eV in 0.0001 eV energy steps (61

pts), 0.006 eV to 0.06 eV in 0.001 eV energy steps (54 pts), and 0.06 eV

to 0.63 eV in 0.01 eV energy steps (57 pts). The last energy point is

actually at 0.625 eV, but the calculation at this point is a linear

interpolation between 0.62 and 0.63 eV.

All thermal energy groups are individually homogenized using the ABH

method in an identical manner; consequently, showing how the method

homogenizes one energy group suffices for all groups. The flux distribution

within the cell for a representative energy group is the same as that

of Fig. 18.

Square Cell Hexagonal Cell

Cylindrical Cell

Figure 15. Unit Cell Configurations
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Let

f_ = average flux in fuel region

<)> - average flux in clad region

$ - average flux in moderator region

Theraal Flux Distribution in Cell

Figure 18.



The homogeneous croca section for the ] energy thermal group,

< X (E.) >_,,, 1» defined to cause the sane rate of x reactions in
X > CELL

the hoaogeaixed unit or supercell as occurs in the actual heterogeneous

call. It ia determined by the relation

•n
-JCFV

>CELL

(25)

where z refers to any reaction, i.e., absorption, transport, and fission.

Since LEOPARD uses 172 energy groups in the thermal region, each of the

cross sections are homogenized via Eq. (25) at each of the 172 energy

groups. The resulting 172 energy group homogeneous constants are now

adaptable to a solution with the Vigner-Wilkens model.

The Wigner-Wilkens model enables one to determine the thermal

neutron energy spectrum, iJi(E), in the homogeneous medium. Once 4>. (E)

is determined for each of the 172 groups, the groups can be collapsed

to one group to provide a set of thermal group cross sections by

averaging the < Ex(E.j)
 >

CEVL
S o v e r * * * • H e n c e

(26)

where

172

Ex,th >CELL

The diffusion coefficient is also averaged similarly

172

<D

and

th' 172

I V, AE.

(27)

(28)

Although the Wigner-Wilkens model contains many simplified assumptions

which restrict its use to only water moderated reactors, the model has

proved to be effective for analyzing these react-jis.

The Fast Group Cross Sections

The Huft Code is used to generate fast group cross sections using the

Bj and Greuling-Goertzel approximations. Tt is * 54 groiip Fourier transform

slowing down code that calculates either • 1 group or 3 group set of fast

cross sections between 0.62S eV and 10 MeV. Its derivation nay conveniently

begin with the one dimensional transport code applicable to a homogeneous

medium. The heterogeneous effect of resonance absorption is handled in a

special manner as explained subsequently.

*«.,)

The Muft Code described here is actually Huft-IV; the earlier Muft II

and Muft III codes are not considered. 37)



The one dimensional transport equation is

• rTC^.u) -r(z.u.u)

• S(z,u,u) (29)

where

u is the lethargy

u - In EQ/E ; E o • 10 MeV

E is the neutron energy

z Is the one dimensional spatial coordinate

p - cos 6

6 is the angle between the z axis and the neutron direction

iKz,)j,u) the angular flux at z with lethargy u and moving in

direction p.

Here it is noted that the angular flux.iKz.y.u), as used in

transport theory relates to neutrons moving in a specified direction V

and is symmetrical about a direction arbitrarily chosen as the z axis.

To obtain the neutron flux <J>(z,u) as given in diffusion theory,

+1

iKz,lJ,u)dy

-1

(30)

U. Referring to Fig. 19, it can be observed that all neutrons having

a direction u lie in a cone shell of solid angle

Ml - 27rsln9d8 - 2irdy

If the angular flux ij)(z,!2,u) is restricted to a small solid angle dfl

where

dft - s i n 8 d6d<t>,

then the angular flux i|>(z,n,u) is related to t|i(z,u,u) by the relation

L(z,n,u)d(J>

(31)
o

2TT

311
wherein the angular dependence has been eliminated by integrating over

The one dioensiooal transport equation assunes the angular flux Is

Independent of the angle * and thus iKz>V,u) integrated over * is 2n

times greater than iKz.fl.u).

Z^diu) = total macroscopic cross section for neutrons at

position z having lethargy u. It includes all

reactions, I.e., absorption, elastic, and Inelastic

scattering, etc.

Z>(z,u') = elastic scattering macroscopic cross section for

z,u' coordinates.

f(z;ft',u'-»ft,u) = probability that a neutron scattered at position z

and having initial ft',u' values will end up with

!5,u coordinates.



The scattering cross section in th» double integral (inscatterlng

Integral) on the right hand side of Eq. (4-35) can be written in another

convenient form as

u') f (z;fl',u' (32)

Therefore,

11=1 sin 0 cos^+J sin9
sin<£*kcos0~

= cos 5 = II • k

= probability that a neutron at z having Initial

coordinates SI1, u' will be scattered into the

ft,u direction and energy respectively.

S («; SJ'.u1 + JJ.uM/Cz.u'.u^dtl'du'

Is the rate in which neutrons at z having coordinates between v' and

u' + du' and u' and 11 + du1 in the phase space volume dft' du' are being

scattered from SI', u' to Sl.u.

The first two tens of Eq. (29)

little difficulty in finding solutions for many problems.

are relatively simple and present

(25)

1 dz

Fig. 19. Angular Fluxes and Their Corresponding Solid Angles
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leaVage rate into or froa a unit volume and unit

solid angle due to the divergence of ij/(t,u,u) with z.

The V t e n represents the projection of the neutron

velocity on the z axis and modifies -r'- to provide

the one dimensional leakage.

Loss rate per unit volume and unit solid angle due

to every type of interaction or collision. By

restricting the flux to a small solid angle, any

scattering of i|i(z,u,u) neutrons will change both

U, and u at z. 3t1



The third tern (lnscatterlng Integral) Introduces complexities requiring

approximations for solution.

//i:s(z,u)f (zsfl
1 .u'-^n.uWz.u1 ,u')dn'du'

is. the rate neutrons are scattered into the correct phase space. The

principal difficulty in evaluating this integral is one of geometry.

The scattering la? depends only on the angle 8 between J2' and U, and

it is necessary to relate f(z;fi',u' fl,u) to cos 6 or V . Fig. 20

Illustrates the problem by showing cone shells of constant y' and u related

to n1 and Q, respectively. The angle 9Q can vary over a wide range

of values between the two cone shells of constant u' and p. The scattering

law is Cos6o | (A + 1) /E7F' - (A - 1) ̂ 7

u'-u
2

where

Cos6o » | (A + 1) c

U • Cos6 » SI1 • ft
o o — —

- (A - 1) e
u-u*

(32a)

(32b)

(33)

Solutions are obtained by first expressing the scattering cross

section as a function of p , and then expanding the functions into se'ts

of. Legendre polynomials as follows:

First the identity

is introduced where the cross section

(34)

Z (z,y ,u'-m) = the probability a neutron at z will be scattered from

u* to u (p is automatically fixed by Eq. (32).

"7
POINT OF / _
COLLISION/®?^

CIRCLE OF
CONSTANT ft1

V^-CIRCLE OF
f a CONSTANT ft

OF

Fig. 20 . Cone Shells of Constant u and p' with
Varying Ji



The geometric complexity can now be understood more easily, by referring

to Fig. 21 where the solid angle for constant 8 or V is about the

vector £. Note that Eg(z,vo,u'-*u) refers to all scattering vithia the

cone shell 2ndji whereas E (z;ft',u'->fl,u) relates to the smaller solid angle

du about ft1, and that in the solid angle 27rdp u" is not a constant as in
o — o

Fig. 20. T"o values of tr or 6' are shown in Fig. 21.

After expanding the cross section X (z;SJ'u'-»i2ru) into a set of

Legendre polynomials and integrating over the azimuthal angles,

the one dimensional transport equation reduces to

I * = * p.00 J Z..(«,u'-m) /
£-0 2 * u S X -1

+ S(E,U,U)

where the source term S(z,p,u) is included.

(35)

B Method
n

In the B method the sum in Eq. (35) is terminated when m-n.
n

To obtain a solution it is also necessary to use the Fourier transform

to eliminate the z dimension. This is performed by letting

where a bare homogeneous core in slf.b geometry having a buckling, B ,

is assumed. Thus

+ B2* - 0 (37)

for the slab and

(38)

397 Ftg. 21. Core Shell of Constant vg



In UEOPARD, n-1 so that Eq. (35) reduces to

where

Po(y) - 1 and P^p) - V

(39)

Dividing Eq. (39) by (E - iB(i) and using the following Legendre polynomial

expansions

where +1

-1

and noting that for l~0, 1 respectively

V u > • j
-1

-l

(40)

(41)

(42a)

(Mb)

Eq. (42a) and Eq. (42b) are used in conjunction with Eq. (39) to provide

the B^ equations. Two separate equations are obtained by first solving

Eq. (39) for 4<(u,u) and then substituting it into Eq. (42a) and Eq. (42b).

After sone integrations and algebraic nanipulations the two equations

are transformed into the B. equation. The B, equations are

BJ(u) + ET*(u) - S,(u) + /E (u'-nOMTOdu" (43)

Y(u) (44)

It is very important to note at this point that the B, equations referred

to in the literature and employed in MUFT and other fi^ codes are

Eqs. (43) and (44). The MUFF code simplifies the B 1 equations by

evaluating the integrals on their right hand side. To do this, the

cross sections are defined in terns of neasured parameters.

The integration limits in Eqs. (43) and (44) have been purposely

left off, because they depend on the u s s of the scattering isotope

and an arbitrary naxinum and nininua energy for the fast speczrun.

In MUTT, the Units arc 10 aeV naxlnua and 0.625 eV minimum, and the

scattering integrals in * fora tractable for numerical solution.

ET(u) - Ef(u) + Ea(u) (45)

where the total crois section is separated into scattering and absorption

components. The scattering cross sectiop 1* now divided into three

contributing factors, pure hydrogen elastic scattering, inelastic

scattering, and elastic scattering by all isotopes other than hydrogen.

On noting that the scattering occurs at lethargy u, it follows that

3M



u+Hnl/a.
+1

isotopes '

VVu'*u)llodl'o

- 1

(48)

(49)

(46a)

E INCREASE

Es(u) (46b)

isotopes

E (u) represents all scattering processes out of the lethargy u and thus

the integration limits must allow for the maximum increase in lethargy

during a scattering event. For hydrogen it is •», but for the i

isotope it is

u + £n l/ai

as shown in Fig. 22.

It is convenient to describe the cross sections E (u'-*u) and
so

E .(u'-na) by their definition as given in Eqs. (47) and (48); however, unlike

Eq. (46a) the scattering cross section represents scattering into lethargy

u rather than out of lethargy u.

+1

(47)

U INCREASE

- Emin

• a , E

u

u1

• Umax

=U + lnl/2

ENERGY LETHARGY

Fig. 22. Scattering in Energy and Lethargy Units
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J

Equation (49) also has the equivalent relationship these integrals

(50)

Placing Eq. (50) into Eqs. (47) and '48) provides the solution for

the zero and first scattering coefficients. For convenience, the

cross sections arc written In both energy and lethargy units.

(51)

and since

it follows that

For the Z ,(E'-»•£) tern,

(52)

(53)

rs(E') Vf, - (A-O^fl]^ (54)

Slailarly

2 (u1) u'-u -iu'-u).'

(55)

Equations (53) and (55) are used to reduce the B1 equations,

(43) and (44) » Into a more tractable fora. Consider the firit of

WH

(56a) s

ii
j; O

r- m

3 c

psoCu
1-ni)iKu')du' - n + r + w (56b)

vhere

n

r

v

and

inscattering from H

inscattering from all isotopes other than H

inseattering from inelastic scattering

H(u') (57)

3K



u-Jtnl/a.

+ x

(S8a)

I 5,

(63a)

(63b)

Here

' • \ *i

(59)

(58b)

Substituting Eqs. (57) through (59) into Eq. (43) the first

of the B, equations becomes

- Sf (u) + T\ + r + v (60)

The B. equations are solved by utilizing the Grueling-Goertzel

approximations to evaluate the integrals on the right side of these

equations. This introduces a convenient way for evaluating the resonance

absorption during the slowing down process. As a consequence,

all of the MUFT equations needed to solve for the macroscopic cross

sections are written below for a convenient reierence.

w(u)

i

p(u) - | Is
H(u)J(u) - |

(59)

(65)

(66)

q is the slowing dows density

and Jin I/a,

"i 2(1-0^)
u V u du

(64a)

(64b)

S f (u)

-n + rs
H(u)iKu) (62)

At this point the absorption cross sections are divided into resonance,

R S
£ , and smooth cross sections, Z .
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Let

and

Substituting these two definitions into Eq. (61) gives

BJ(u) + [H

(67)

(68)

v(u) + Sf (u) (69)

E1- (69) can now be integrated, using lethargy units, over one of the

54 groups (see Fig. 23 in the MUTT code.

(H + R)iKu)du + J(u)du Sf(u)du w(u)du

u n - l V i n-1
un-l

" "n-l> " (qn "

H * A u + RiKu)du + BJ Au " x Au + v Aui B n n n 1

u n - l
(70)

10 MEV

GROUP I

0.821 MEV H

GROUP 2

5.53KEVH

GROUP 3

0625EV

GPL

nthGP
n+IGP

•u 0

•uj

•Uf-|
us

•INELASTIC SCATTERING

— un- |

GP

Fig. 23 . MUFT Lethargy and Energy Group Structure
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where

and the bar slgnlfiea tht average value, e.g.,

n n-1

(71a)

(71b)

for Ha, t|>n, Jfl, x^, w^, etc . The remaining MOTT equations «ay be written

I » \ * "r.

(71c)

jdu" vXf(u'))l)(u') » 1. Thus MUTT arbitrarily sets Sf(u)

o

The resonance absorption integral in Eq. (70) is removed in

a clever manner.

Example

in MWD/K

one reac

EFPd, 1.

£-25 i
all element

where the inelastic scattering takes place from group I to group n

as shown in Tig. i3 and

(I* ) is the inelastic scattering cross section of
** 8.

element i in group £.

a» is the probability that a neutron in group I,
JC+n

inelastically scattered by isotope i, will appear

in group r>.

un-l

(u) du is the rate of resonance absorption per unit volume

in the n lethargy group.

This is identically equal to (1 - p n) (i^^ + nn_j) or

»Ku)du - (1 -

un-l

(73)

Substituting Eq. (73) into Eq. (70) gives, after a simple arrangement of

terras >

Vl

This set of MUJT equations can be solved provided the p^ for each lethargy

group is Vnoun. MUTT uses a unique prescription to calculate the Pn's>



Eq. (74) involves determining p for each of the last 29 groups in

the 54 group structure, group 26 to 54. MBFT first calculates from an

empirical formula the total p for all 29 groups. The empirical formula

is derived from experimental values of p for various U-H.O systems. The

calculation then proceeds to distribute the total p among the 29 groups

based on a simple calculation of the resonance absorption, P c> for each

group.

MDFT first calculates the resonance escape probability, pnc> for

each of the 29 groups using the Breit-Wigner single level formula assuming

the reactor is homogeneous and contains U, Th metal or U-, Th-oxide and

water only. The calculated p 's for each group and their product, the

calculated-total resonance escape probability p^, are all smaller than

their corresponding true values because the actual cell is hetergeneous.

Here

54
IT p

n-26 n

The difference between p and p is corrected by defining a self-shielding

factor, L, for the U-water system where p is now defined as

(75a)

exp

The HUET program searches for an L to make

by a fast iteration process. The L so determined is then used in the

final calculation to determine p and p for Pu. The resonance

absorption of all other isotopes assumes L-l.

MUFT Equations

The HUFT equations solved by the computer Bay be written in a

somewhat more convenient form

(75c)

391

•nd

Pn.c " exP ["I (75b)

where the c subscript denotes a calculation of the resonance escape

probability using Eq. (75b). It then calculates a corresponding p

using an empirical formula based on experimental data. The p calculated

tn this manner is larger than the corresponding pc determined using Eq. 75*.

V n + B An " Vun

n -
n

n-l

V
,u + I H r
n sn n

t<n

W i

(76)

(77)

(78)

(79)

W i



<80>

(81)

where

(82)

A - J iun n n

The solution to the HUFT equation begins by realizing that above 10 MeV,

the flux and current are 0. At n»l, Eq. (76) is

Vl + B

and Eq. <77) is

(83a)

(Mb)

where

El- (78) becomes

p - > (Cjt̂ ) ra (83c)

where

Eq. (80) is

(83d)

and Eq. (61) may be written as

(83e)

where

P, " T-

We are now left with five equations, Eqs. (83a) through (83e)and

five unknown*, 1*̂ , l\.y t\., Hy and o.. The Eqi. (83) are solved

for these unknowns, and the results substituted back into the MUFT

equations for evaluating the 2nd lethargy group. Here

q2) (84a)

(84b)

(84c)
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(84d)

(84e)

and

and

(84f)P2 Au2 - I Zs2 A2 " f ( p 2 " pl>

vhere a l l averages are determined in the usual toanner, e.g.

Substituting Eq. (84d) for » 2
A u2 into Eq> ^84a* • w e are a S a l n

left with 5 equations and 5 unknowns to determine the parameters of

the 2nd lethargy group.

The above procedure is continued for the 54 groups until ell 54 group

parameters are calculated and used to compute the macroscopic cross sections

and broad group constants.

Referring to Fig. 23 . it is observed that the fast group cross sections

are determined for either 3 or 1 fast group (nrvt,2, or 3) where in the three

group structure, group 1 is from .821 MeV to 10 MeV

group 2 is from 5.53 keV to 821 keV

end group 3 is from 0.625 ev to 5530 ev.

The program computes for the three broad groups

(85)

m - 1,2,3

m

1'
n-k

(86)

where k and & are, respectively, the highest and lowest energy of them m

54 fine groups within the m broad or macro energy groups. The macroscopic

and fission cross sections are determined in a straight—forward manner.

Let

(87)

• the total absorption rate in the • macro group.

Thus

0=). (88)

Similarly, the fission parameters

£f,m

382 n-K.

(89)

(90)

OD= 0.374 ia.



where

£••
n-k

(91)

(92)

the fission rate per unit volume

due to absorption in resonances = (1-p- )(n i * 1 _j)

in the n — micro group

The diffusion coefficients D end the E transfer croc* sections
xa r

are not calculated la a direct manner aa the other group constants. For

DjjJ, the definition

(93)
(95)

ia used where (see Eq. (36).

Vf.n (94)
J - - (96)

(o.) «• is the average value of the smooth fission microscopic

cross section for i isotope in the n— group.

B|* « total fission rate per unit volume in the m— macro

group (the SUB of the fission rates i.i the corresponding

fine groups due to smooth capture, s F , plus resonance

capture, (1 - p^) (n
n_j + i^.i^J*

o • neutron production rate per unit volume in the m— group.

It should be emphasized that p . is the probability of not producing fission

in a resonance and (l-p f ) is the probability fission will Occur. The

number of fast neutrons entering the n— fine group is n^jCsource due to H

slowing down) and a . (source due to heavy element slowing down,), so that

so that

la used to determine the group diffusion coefficients.

The diffusion equation

(97)

- 0

can be written as

- 3 . T - 3 . J . 3 - 3

(98)

(99)
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Solving for ^ f I t Eq. (99)

(100)

where

permit* the leakage to be deleted

I

(101)

n-k

(97)

(89)

(90)

together with Eq. (100) provide the MtlFT fact group conctatti.
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"Supercell" Number Density Calculations

The cell description of LEOPARD incorporates an extra region to

account for water slots, instruments and control rod channels, etc. that

are outside the unit fuel cells. The unit cell plus the extra region

is referred to as a "supercell." Fig. 16 shows a typical FUR fuel

assembly and the corresponding supercell having 4 regions; the 4th

region is the extra region. LEOPARD computes both flux weighted and

volume weighted number densities for the supercell and prints out the

results. The volume weighted number densities provide an excellent

mechanism for checking the input data. Mistakes and misunderstanding

in imputing the material composition can be corrected by calculating

the volume weighted number densities using a desk calculator and comparing

the results with the LEOPARD output. The volume weighted number densities

are easy to compute. Let

1 volume weighted number density of the i
isotope

th

where

(102)

(103)

- volume of the extra region

.th
number density of the i isotope in the j region
(j - F, C, M or 4).

V • AJ
 Na (104)

thwhere V.J is the volume fraction of the i material in the j region

and p^ and k^ are the density and the molecular weight of the material,

respectively.



the flux weighted number densities.

A

(105)

r

and the user must input the number density N.J as expressed in Eq. (104)

Table 1 in Kef. (7) provides the relevant information.

Consider as an example water in the moderator and extra regions.

VJT~ » voltne fraction of wster in the moderator region

fraction of water in the extra region

LEOPARD Incorporates the extra region by means of Its volme fraction

of the total fuel assembly; the volume fraction of the extra region i» called

•the non-lattice fraction and is part of the input data.

Let

f^ " V^/Vj - non-lattice fraction (106)

f -
u

1-f, » fraction of volume of the unit
fuel cell in the super cell

f4*T k v
vhere

Vu F C M

(107)

(108)

Consequently the size of all regions can be determined in LEOPARD from the

Input data.

LEOPARD uses Eq. (104) to compute the number density of each isotope
P.,

in the j region. The -p^N term is stored in LEOPARD for many materials,
Ai *

i.e.i HjO, 2r-2, C, UO2, etc. Tor these materials, the LEOPARD input

requires for each material the volume fraction, V^, for each region. For

many other materials, i.e. U-235, U-236, H, B-10, etc.,

Then

and

Similarly

(109)

(110)

Normalization has ' T"l. and using Eq. (4-164), the volume weighted

number density for hydrogen becomes

(111)

where V H and V^ • f^ are the moderator and extra region volume fractions,

respectively.

The flux in the extra region, *4» is not calculated in LEOPARD. Recall

that the fluxes in the fuel cladding, and moderator region are calculated for

the unit cell by the AJBH method . The flux in the extra 385
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region, "£,, is determined using the non-lattice peaking factor, k, where

h - (112)

If t » 1, the flux In the extra region is assumed to be the same as that

in the moderator region*

As another example, consider CO., pellets in the fuel region, and light

vater in the moderator and extra region.

V
where the definitions are standard (K - 6.022 x 10 ).

*o?

Since the fuel is only in the fuel region,

\ " (U3W

(113c)

(113d)

assuming the clad legion is oxygen free.

Eq. (112) can be substituted into Eq. (113c) and Eq. (113d) co

eliminate the flux term for the extra region. Determining an accurate value

of I c m he a complex process if burnable poisons are In the extra region.

The rule to follow In determining It is to equate the reaction rates In the

supercell with those in the actual assembly. The process of effecting a

good set of group cross sections over the lifetime of a sore involves assy

calculations. Determining an accurate value of It is an example of this

process. Two dimensional calculations using E2TEEKMHUXO& 2 wherein the unit

cells and each of the extra regions axe explicitly represented can he used

to determine k. at EOL, EOL, and a few intermediary depletion steps.

Fortunately, k is usually close to 1 and nominal errors in V do not produce

significant errors in the N '*.

Depletion Calculations

ISfSKXD ctntputes the change in number density for the Th, 0,

and Fu isotopes; Th-232, V-233, B-234, V-235, 0-236, V-238, fu-239, *u-240,

Ju-241, and V-U2. Unlike FUELBUBH, TiOPARD lump* all fission product*

except 1-135, Xe-13S, Pr-149, and Sn-149 into one paeudo element. The

pseudo element yield is one per fission and the cross sections have the

dimensions of barns/fission.



Tfc* change In number density uses where the units of

where

-V C114)

m number density of the 1 element after

d days of operation

« coefficients

Ui " decay term

Consider the simplest example, the depletion of B-10. For B-10,

.10 Hcv

dH.

a is a

$ is n/a -sec

d is seconds

Note that

The atio ̂ / ^ i s deteraiaed in LEOPARD assuaing a bare core configuration

so that $2 ±s t h e ool5r unknoun. The thermal flux, $g> is determined from

the.power and volume input on Card 8.

Let

P - the power of the fuel assembly

3? - the volume of the fuel assembly and uuing Eq. (66) it
follows that

(116)

Solving for

and therefor* 10 Mev

-d fa,(E)(KE)dE

(117)

Eq. (117) is used in Eq. (115) to determine Mj(d) where all terms are

either known from the input data or are evaluated in LEOPARD. The

value for G is assigned » value and ^-,^2 i s c a l c u l a t e a iox a n equivalent

homogeneous bare core representation of the unit cell and having a

buckling equal to the value input to the code. « M



Assuming $_ and $. are constant during each time step, the new

number density for B-10 can be determined after each time step, d . The

sane In true for all of the other isotopes, except that for them Eq.

(115) is more complex. For a digital computer, the time to compute the

new NjWJ's from Eq. (114) is negligible. The MUFI and SOFOCATE neutro:;

spectrum equations are solved after each time step using the new number

densities to provide a set of 2 group constants for the beginning of each

subsequent step. The units of burnup are given in either MWd or MWd/MIU.

Fuel Assemblies with Control Rods

When control rods are inserted in a fuel assembly, the equivalent

homogeneous cross sections mist account for the extreme flux depression

produced in these fuel assemblies. Several methodB can be employed.

Monte Carlo techniques or transport theory codes can be used to obtain

the control rod worths when fully inserted into the core or their

equivalent homogeneous cross section at BOC. In either case it is

possible to deteraine the equivalent soluble boron that will produce

the sane control rod worths or effective absorption cross sections.

Assuming no effective reduction in control rod worths over a cycle,

a LEOPARD calculation can be made having the soluble boron simulating

the control rods superimposed on the actual soluble boron used to maintain

criticality.

Other method* are available to calculate the effective absorption

cross section E of the control rods. Calculating the current into

the rod J

-eff

Acell *cell

(118a)

..eff 2irr

cell

c D
A

(118b)

where

cell

is the radius of the control rod

is the area of the cell

is the diffusion coefficient of the moderator region
outside the control rod

A is the extrapolation length

Varying Requirements for Detail and Accuracy

The calculational methods employed in LEOPARD are adequate to

use in in-core fuel management calculations f>f FWK's. Although such

methods can be used in a very restrictive way for BUR calculations,

considerable caution must be used to develop BWR homogeneous group

Constanta.

The BWR fuel assembly cannot be adequately represented by unit

cells due to the spectral change caused by the large spacing* between

fuel bundles. It is possible to use LEOPARD to calculate relative

changes in the group constants as a function of burnup. Even here

the calculations are United to regions where the vater-to-metal

ratio is greater than approximately one. For high void calculations

the GAM-GATHER code is required to obtain the relative variation in

group constants. A good absolute value must use a GAM-THERMOS code

which allows incorporating the region between fuel bundles.

A brief outline of the GAM code is given because this code

can be used to generate fast group constants, not only for BWR cores

but also tor graphite and heavy water moderated cores as well as fast

reactors.
3M



The GAM Code

The B or P_ method is used to generate the cross sections and

group constants in the GAM Code* The neutron spectrum, iKE) > and the

current spectrum, J(E), are determined for a representative cell of

the reactor, after which the usual averaging of the constants between

the energy limits of the group is performed. The general procedure

is very similar to that used in MUFT. The difference between MUFI and GftM

commences with Eq. (43) and Eq, (44), the B, equations. GAM codes

incorporating the higher order B equations are available; however,

useful group constants are generated by the B, equations and extension

of the B., equations to higher orders 1B straightforward. The B-

equations become the P. equations on setting Y(u) • 1. As stated above,

GAM discretizes directly Eq. (43) asd Eq. (44>, whereas MUTT further

simplifies these equations before discretizing.

Rydin presents a clear explanation of the GAM code, starting

with the P, equations. Although be restricts the description to the

P. approximation, as mentioned previously, the P, and B. approximations

can be transformed from one to the other by the Y(U> parameter - the

P. equations have Y(u) " 1.

Discretizing or integrating Eq. (43) and Eq. (44) over a

lethargy group results in

iMu)du Y(u) ZT(u)J(u)du

•gin

\ j Zsl(u'-ni)J(u')du' du

un-l (120)

The inscattering integrals are solved directly, and as a result

Eq. (119) and Eq. (120) can be written as

B J Au + £—if' Au • S Au + \
n n Tn n n in n ^s

£

g<n

where

J(u)du

"n-1

Au

ijj(u)du

(122)

(123a)

"n-1
(123b)

J(u)du +

"n-1 n-1

Sf(u)du +

n g
g<n

[ gin

"n-1 un-l Vl

•1du
(119)

Tn Au 399



sog^n
(123d)

and

w . • "»-* v Au
(123e)

The latter equation, Eq. (123e) is evaluated similar to Eq. (123c)

where Eq. (55) is used for I .(u'-m). The J and t|i are not in

Si g g

Eq. (123c) , Eq. (123d) and Eq. (123e) , because they occur in both

the denominator and numerator and thus cancel.

Smooth absorption, resonance absorption, (n,2n) reactions, and

inelastic scattering are accounted for in £_ along with the elastic

outscattering of neutrons.

ETn sel (124)

and

m

" macroscopic cross section for elastic
scatter out of the n*h group «25a)

Z n « J £ J*. « macroscopic cross section for inelastic
sn fc sn*tc scatter out of the n e h group (12.3b)

macroscopic cross section for the
(n,2n) reaction (125c)

where

- smooth absorption

Z » resonance absorption
an r

The resonance absorption in the fast groups are accounted for in

the I macroscopic cross section. Unlike MUTT, where the resonance
an

escape probability accounts for the resonance absorption, GAM

evaluates £ for each of the n micrcgrcups. Nordheim's Integral

equations are solved to determine I
.R (29)
an'

The total fission source is normalized to be 1, as in LEOPARD,

ao that

and, hence

S, (u) » X_(u) |du'(u')S.(u')l(' («'£n n to
o

Sfn(u)

(126a)

(126b)

With these definitions, input data is available to the GAM code

to evaluate all parameters in Eq. (121) and Eq. (122) except î  and

J . \l> and 3 are determined in a manner similar to LEOPARD,
n n n

The microgroup cross sections are collapsed into the macrogroups

for multigroup calculations similar to that used in MUTT.



Let, as In MDTT, the group average fission cross section is

ra in

r-ET
n~k n

n-k_

(127)

(128)

fm

Hr
the group average ofvZf is

(133)

where

A - J Au
n n n

(129)

(130)

and m la the aacrogroup in a total of M macrogroups. Then the diffusion

coefficient, D*j, is

(131)

the fraction of the fission spectrum in the n group it

I

(132)

Zf n

and the transfer matrix Is

g in n
to

n in i

r

SOgp*!! 8*O
in . ,rn,2n.

r1
(j is a mactogroup at higher lethargy than m)

(134)

(135)

m



The total "removal" (smooth absorption + resonance absorption + outscatter)

cross section is

Here

y
r _

r

all g
so t n."*g n**g O"*"g

(136)

Tn'>m

the macroscopic absorption cross section (smooth +
resonance) for the m oacrogroup for a system of M
broad macrogroups.

the macroscopic outscatter cross section from the broad
group m to the lower energy broad group m'.

In the LEOPARD code and much of the early literature, the removal cross

section referred to outscatter only. Today, many books use removal

cross section to include absorption with outscatter.

GAM-1 divides the fast spectrum into 68 groups and 69 energy

mesh points; the lower energy limit is 0.414 ev.

The cross sections must always account for equilibrium xenon,

depletion, and the poison control used in these fuel assemblies.

Average fuel temperatures and water density may be appropriate for PWR

scoping calculations but BWR calculations require void fraction, water

temperature, and fuel temperature for each region of the core even for

most scoping calculations.

Characteristics

Cross sections can be determined direct from ENDF/B data files

using sophisticated calculational methods. Recent developments allow

resonance cross section to be calculated precisely. However, such

codes are costly and time-consuming and should only be used for bench-

mark calculations. On the other extreme a code like LEOPARD is fast

and economical to use but is applicable to PWlt-type reactors. It uses

experimental data to determine resonance absorption and does not

calculate accurately high void regions that can occur in a BWR core.

Special methods must be used to compute group constants for fuel

assemblies having control rods. Once the supercell group constants are

determined at BOC, the major effect on the group constants is produced

by the build-up of the Xenon and Sm fission products. The group constants

with burnable poison will then be dominated by the depletion of these

poisons compensating for the depletion of fissile material. The build-

up of Pu-239 occurs in the first half of the cycle for fresh fuel so that

at the end-of-cycle the buildup of other fission products and the

depletion of fissile inventory dominate.



The water temperature affects the cross section in a FWR

differently than in a BWR. In a ?WR soluble boron is present in the

water. When the temperature changes, the water density changes causing

a corresponding change in fthe boron number density. Increase in water

temperature decreases the density of water and boron increasing the

leakage at that point but decreasing the absorption due to boron.

In a BUR the lower part of the core does not have boiling, but once it

reaches saturation temperature the remaining heat produces voids,

thus decreasing the absorption slightly but increasing the leakage

greatly.

The fuel temperature change causes a change in the doppler effect,

and, hence, in the resonance absorption. Accurate calculations on

doppler effects are more appropriate for safety calculations than in-core

fuel management.

3.2.2. Multigroup Diffusion and Nodal (Coarse Mesh) Codes
for PWR's and BWR's

Neutron nultigroup diffusion theory codes are

used to determine the reactivity and power distribution in the reactor.

For in-core fuel management two groups are the maximum needed to deplete

an LWR core. Four groups may be used to benchmark a two group depletion

calculation of a core with control rods inserted,

a) Methods of calculation used

EXT-2 ' provides a good example of a multigroup diffusion

theory code capable of analyzing in two dimensions. The code solves

the aultigroup diffusion theory equations

NOG

Y
h-1

NOG HOC

- 0 (137)

where

HOG

• 1 for 2 dimensions in the x,y or r,6 plane

» 0 for the R-Z plane.

) _ I (g*tt g - out scatter from group g to group h.

NOG

I

If % ( h, down-scattering occurs

E ) h, up-scattering occurs

n - in-scattering from group h to group g

If g < h, up-scattering occurs

t) h, down-scattering occurs.

Upscattering occurs only In the thermal or near theraal energies

where, due to the motion of the moderator atens, an elastic collision

between moderator and neutrons can result in a faster moving neutron

after the collision. At high energies, neutron* are slowed down either

«3



by elastic or inelastic scattering events giving rise to the down-

scatter cross sections.

A two-dimensional calculation for 1/4 core can be performed without

errors if the left and top_ boundary conditions have 0. flux gradients

,d£ m ,d£ m Q. in(j tj)e £2ux goes to 0 at the other two boundaries. In
dx dy

most cases, the reactor core has 1/4 core symmetry and the above boundary

conditions suffice. The minimum size has two intervals in etch

fuel assembly as shown In Fig. 24, where the proper boundary conditions

are also displayed. The mes points for an EXIERMINATOR-2 problem are

positioned to straddle the boundaries where -rj - -?*• - 0 also shown in

Fig. 24. Otherwise, the mes points are placed on the interface between

different core compositions and where the flux goes to 0. In Fig. 24

only 1/4 of the central fuel assembly is represented, and the core

configuration chosen has a central fuel assembly. Other core designs

have four fuel assemblies in the center as shown in Fig. 25.

CITATION^3® is a multigroup diffusion code similar to EXT-2

but has the ability to analyze in three dimensions. The cost of

running CITATION is high and is too costly to use in depleting

a BWR core. It can be used to benchmark calculations performed

with a nodal or coarse mesh code. Coarse nes'u codes were first

developed to analyze BWR cores, and the code first used was FLARE.

For tliis reason FLARE is introduced as an example of a nodal code.
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Fig. 24. Core Configuration with 4 Central Fuel Assemblies
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The FLARE Code

Both reactor physics and thermal hydraulic codes are linked

together in FLAKE to calculate the power distribution and k „ . The

thermal hydraulic calculations are needed to determine the void

formation throughout the core. The nucleonic code is based on one-group

diffusion theory, modified to provide improved coupling between the

nodes.

The one-group diffusion equation is

2
DV $ -

where, for convenience,

X - keff

(138a)

(138b)

and all other terms have been previously defined. The coarse mesh

approti'h homogenizes large equal-sized regions of the core about each mesh

or nodal point as shown in Figure 25. Neutron conservation equations

are derived by integrating the diffusion equation over a volume

represented by a nodal point. The one-group diffusion equation,

Eq. (137) is integrated over a volume V about the m nodal point to
m

obtain

D72*dV - (Zj) V (139)



Using Gauss' theorem to transform the volume integral of Eq. (139) into

a surface integral surrounding the node and dividing by V , we obtain

1
V - o <140)

surface

FLARE NODAL CODE

s
s •?

•p

•P
* * •

Volume

EACH

>/ S >

about m( node Is V

DOT REPRESEN"
A NODE

r ^ ^ '
•^ -^ s -^ ,

>^ S" S~ S~

THREE DIMENSIONAL MODEL

Fit. 25

By defining

(1A1)

and representing the integral in Eq. (140) by leakage terms, the

simple recursion formula used in FLAKE is derived. This formula is

(142)

where

of the material surrounding the node m

X ' keff

Sffl « rate of production of neutrons pex 11011 volume of node n

S * rate of production of neutrons per volume at node n

o » a reflector coefficient called the albedo at a node m

where node m is adjacent to a non-fuel region

W ^ - probability a neutron born at node n will be absorbed at

node n. H ^ is a function of spacing between nodes and

d-g) + g (143)

| m - distance between the m and n nodes

g has no physical significance; 0 <_ g £



Then are several important conditions that must be attained if

the FLARE code is to provide useful results.

1. The k^'s and a "s must be obtained by appropriately

homogenizing the fuel bundles composition and geometry.

The method to achieve this is quite complex, particularly

when control blades are inserted near the bundle. Monte

Carlo calculations or transport methods ars required to

accurately homogenize the fuel bundle region containing

control blades and determine an accurate k^. In addition,

thermal hydraulic equations must be incorporated into the

code to calculate the temperature distribution, void fractions,

and flow distribution. When FWR fuel assemblies are considered,

the homogenization process is much simpler. In addition, the

thermal hydraulic code, with Dome loss in accuracy, can be

decoupled from the FLARE calculation.

2. Values assigned to the a^'s and g are determined by comparing

FLARE power distribution with those determined by the more

accurate fine mesh calculations. Values of a will differ for

different material compositions of the reflector; a for the

top core boundary will differ from cc's used in the radial plane

at a core-reflector interface. The value of g selected for the

kernel la the axial direction may differ from that used in the

radial plan*.

The power at code m, P , is made proportional to the source, S ,

using a simple relation between the two,
E- \ n*

p - G E • « G ==• A S • Const S (144)
v fa m. Z k m nam

Consequently, equations similar to Eqs. (8) and (9), together with Eqs. (3)

and (4) are used to determine the normalized power, HP and the

corresponding power, F at node a.

5.2 Generating Input Data for FLARE

The recursion formula for FLARE, Eq. (142) , is a function of

the k^, a, and g at each nodal point in the core. The input data for

FLARE must be sufficient to allow evaluation of each of these parameters

for all regions of the core at any tine In core life. Fortunately, one

or two values of g suffice for all nodal points (one for the axial

direction and the other for the radial plane), and similarly the fuel-

reflector regions are characterized by one or two values of a. The

k,,'* must be determined as a function of control, void, exposure, and

void history, whereas n is assumed to be a function of control and void

only. The void fraction about each node is calculated by coupling

the thermal hydraulic equations Into the iterative calculations involving

Eq. (142) • ?he constant* a and g are determined by comparing FLAKE

results with the more accurate fine mesh multigroup diffusion codes.

Once chosen, they remain essentially constant until the end of cycle is

reached and should not differ appreciably for the reload cycles.

However, the FLARE calculations are normalized to fine mesh multi-group

diffusion calculations (typically two-dimension two-group) at the BOC

of a reload.

The major effort for obtaining reactor physics input data for the

FLARE code involves calculating k^ for all possible core conditions. The

procedure for computing ka is complex and various methods can be used to

determine its value' as a function of all of the variables. The Oyster
417



Creek BUR core is used as the example for describing the procedure for

The k^ Is calculated as a function of depletion, voids, and void

history, and control using a supercell average of the fuel assembly in

the LEOPARD code. The absolute value of these calculations is not correct

and sust be normalized to more accurate calculations. Nevertheless, the

•ajority of the calculations used to determine the relative shape of

the various km curves are determined by the LEOPARD supercell calculations.

The sore accurate calculations of k,, are made using a cross section code

EXTERMINATOR-2 sequential calculation. As an example, consider the plan

view of a core lattice unit of the Oyster Creek core as shown in Fig. 26

and the equivalent plan viev of a fuel bundle region divided late 1C

separate regions as given In Tig. 27. The Oyster Creek core lattice

unit consists of 4 fuel bundles arranged around a control rod blade.

Although the Oyster Creek reactor used control curtains to suppress the

large peaking of the flux in the wide water gaps surrounding the core

lattice unit, control curtains are not used in modern BWR't.

The firit step In the analysis is to determine the equivalent

group constants for each of the 10 regions of Fig. 27. Onct obtained,

a two-dlaensional two-group diffusion code like EXTERMINATOR-2 Is used to

determine the k. of the cell. Bowever, generating two-group constants

is not a simple problea beceuse of the severe heterogeneity in the fuel

assembly, both with and without control rods.

The different fuel regions or unit cells in Fig. 27 are

numbered 1 through 6. Fuel regions having the same numbers are exposed

TEMPORARY CONTROL CURTAINS
• FOR INITIAL CORE

ID CORE
FLUX MONITOR

oooooo©
oooooo©
oooooo®

©oooooo
©oooooo
©oooooo

FUEL ELEMENT &
CHANNEL ASSEMBLY

NOTE: SPECIAL CORRECTED
CORNER RODS HAVE DIFFER-
ENT ENRICHMENT THAU
STANDARD RODS
(1) INTERMEDIATE ENRICH-

MENT
kf2) LOW ENRICHMENT

- CONTROL BLADE

Fig. 26. Core lattice unit



OYSTER CREEK

COMPOSITIONS

1. 1.19 w/o; 1/24 extra region
2. 1.67 w/o; 1/24 " "
3. 2.** w/o; 1/2* " "
4. 1.67 w/o; 1/49 " "
5. 2.44 v/o; 1/49 " "
6. 2.44 w/o; 1/98 extra region
7. zircaloy shroud
8. interassenbly water
9. control curtain

10. control rod

Pig. 27. Fuel assenbly with compositions for EXTERMINATOR input

to the sane hardness of neutrons; the neutron spectrum In fuel closest

to the wide water regions is different from fuel cells near the

center of the fuel assenbly. In general, Mie moderator outside of the

7 x 7 unit fuel cells has a significant effect on the neutron spectra in

the fuel region, its effect being greatest on the peripheral regions

and progressively less as one goes further into the fuel region.

A code like EPRI-CELL or GAM-THERMOS can be used to calculate

the cross sections for each of the regions and then data are input

into EXT-2 to determine the ka at BOC. In this manner, accurate or

benchmark determinations are made of the k^ of a fuel bundle at BOC,

with and without control rods, for various void conditions. Such

calculations are also used to give accurate W values. The k^ for

each condition changes with burnup and the changes can be determined

using a code like LEOPARD. A supercell, representing the average

of the fuel assembly for each condition, i.e., control no-void,

control 252 void, etc., is calculated for changes in k^ at a function

of burnup. A few more accurate k^'s are determined at EOC to bench-

mark and correct the normalized LEOPARD results.

Many of the fuel bundles in a BUR are identical. Recent BWR

core designs use the sane arrangenent of the core lattice unit of

Fig. 26 throughout the core but the four fuel bundles within the

core lattice unit »re different/32' In the Oyster Creek core, all

first core fuel assemblies are of the design shown in Fig. 26.

The numerous calculations needed to graph the k^ and IT as a.

function of % void fraction are made with the LEOPARD code. The

LEOPARD results are normalized to the more accurate calculations and m



plotted as shown in Fig. 28 and Fig. 29. Curves for full control

and no control represent a control rod fully inserted and no control

rod, respectively, in the core lattice of Fig. 27. Half-control is

half-way between the other two curves and represents a node with the tip

of the control blade at the node, i.e., contrcl blade inserted 1/2 way

into the region represented by the node.

A fuel bundle is depleted in steps and the resulting k^ plotted

as a function of MHD/MTU. General Electric has traditionally used

a short ton, 2,000 lbs, rather than 1000 kg, a metric tonne. It is

traditional to use short ton when analyzing BWR's, although Furia

used metric tonnes. PSU-LEOPARD is used at Penn State for all

depletion calculations, PWR and BWR, and thus the results all have the

same depletion units. Fig. 30 displays the kn curves as a function of

exposure in MWD/MTU. a does not change appreciably with exposure,

and any such changes are neglected in FLARE.

The FLARE code uses separate functions to express ~A and kn as

functions of the independent variables, exposure, X void, and control.

The functions are curve fit to the graphs of Figs. 28, 29, and 30 and

stored for use. lite equations and procedures for fitting the curves

are relatively standard and are now presented in sequence.

Void Calculations

The X void within a cell affects the relative moderator density,

U, about the nodal point and U is the parameter in FLARE used to

determine the effect of void on k^ and M .• The relative moderator

density, U, is defined by
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where

- v /(V + V ) void fraction (146)

p - density of the water
w

p - density of the steam

V - volume fraction of steam

V - volume of fraction of water
v

and

(147)

The equations used in FLARE to determine k_ as a function of

U are

k(no control) » B4[1+(B7)W(B1O)U2]

k(half control) - B5[1+(B8)U+(B11)U2]

k(full control) » B6[1+(B9)D+(B12)U2]

(148a)

(148b)

(148c)

NOTE: the subscript "• is dropped for simplicity and for the remainder
of this chapter. \, is represented by k.

X least square curve fit is made to the appropriate curves to determine

the B constants In Eq*. (148).

The FLAKE equations use a redundant number of constants, described

by the vector B, to provide convenience in altering the curve ihepes.

Thi» will be noted throughout the discussion wherein many equation!

are uaed to follow k as a function of burnup. In addition, FLAKE

use* a aubacript t to the B constants tc denote material. It should

be understood that each set of constants define the nuclear character-

istic* for a particular material and the t subscript la dropped for

convenience.

iftno control) - B1+(B2)W(B3)O2

M^hslf control) - B27+(B28)W-B29D2

H^full control) - B3Ot(B31)»(B32)D2

(149a)

(149b)

(K.9c)

Exposure Calculations

As the core depletes, the k at a node changes as expressed

by

k(E) - k(0)
"UP (150)

where

E m BU m burnup or exposure

Z. - Z(E,u",S.. ) which incorporates all effects (burnup, Xe,
iJP IJP

doppler effect, etc.) into k as given b;

< ^ - ) X e accounts for xenon buildup

(151)

Me^Doppler •ccounts for th' doPPl«r effect

& } - accounts for the fuel depletionk Exposure

The FLAKE equations assume separability in some of the reactivity effect*

as follows:

(1) The effect of the void on k is Independent of xenon, doppltr

effects, and exposure (burnup).

(2) The reactivity effect of xenon i« a function of power demity

only.

(3) The reactivity change due to the doppler effect is a function

of both power density and voids.
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(4) The reactivity loss due to fuel depletion or exposure depends

only on burnup (exposure) and void (V,,.),

We will nov consider each of the Ak/k effects of £q. (151) separately.

The fission product buildup of Xe-135 is evaluated at a point

using the relation

Akj frtt) Sp/Pr),
1 k \ " . a + S£(P/Pr) k (152)

where

constant

P/P - the ratio of total core power to rated core power

S, » S..., the nodal source rate normalized to an average

value of 1

From elementary reactor physics, the ( f ) X e produced at equilibrium

Xe is

'Xe

CXe(Y1

(153)

where

o " thermal macroscopic absorption cross section of Xe-135

y - fractional yield of 1-135

Y, - fractional yield of Xe-135

X « Xe-135 decay constant

f • thermal utilization

I. - macroscopic fission cross section (thermal)

Z - macroscopic absorption cross section for fuel only (thermal)
au

and all other symbols have their standard definition. To transform

Eq. (153) Into Eq. (152) let

and Eq. (5-31) becomes

(154)

(155)

(156)

(157)

. _
The — j - — is referenced to Ak_ ,. , the change in Iĉ  produced at the
core average power.

Hence, using the r*tio C ^ ) X e / ( ^ ) X e , ve obtain

'Xe

Recall that

Hence

q"1 Gr£ip - const

(158)

(159)

- GZJb " const S, » const

± . (160)

Substituting Eq. (159) and Eq. (160) into Eq. (158) and using P/Pr

to adjust for different core powers, the results are approximately the

413
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same aa Eq. (152) ; however, FLARE uses

SJ1kP(l+Bl5)Bl6

- \ j k P + BIS
(161)

where P is the pover density (P-l average power density).

The change in 1c due to Xe-135 is due to equilibrium Xe only end

Eq. (161) adjusts the equilibrium Xe effect to correspond to the power

density at the node. For a node with average power density and

core at rated power S... • 1, P " 1, then

• B16 - -(B16) (162)

-B16 is equal to the reactivity change caused by equilibrium Xe at the

average power density node when the doppler change and fuel depletion are 0.

Because the curve in Fig. 30 contains some fuel depletion after the

equilibrium Xe buildup, extrapolating this curve to 0 burnup gives B16,

-B16
k(extrapolated to E»0)-k(0)

k(ext. to E-0)
(163)

The doppler effect is a function of both power density and voids as

given by

1 k 'doppler ~Sijk

where

(164)

(165)

8 - 2[fraction of control] - 1

&E - burnup step length (BU(d>).

Both V. „ and R ^ have been previously defined (See Eq. (145) and

Eq. (146 )• 'JJI, i* • depletion «nd control dependent void fraction.

The doppler effect is produced by a change in fuel tempearture. The

LEOPARD code is used to determine (flk/k). . by varying the fuel

temperature only. At BOC, &.,k permitting one to isolate the effect

of varying V.-k on &k/k due to fuel temperature. For example Ak/k Is

determined at BOC, no control (8-0), for changes of fuel temperature at

no void, R,,. - 0. Hence

414

The constant B15 accounts for changes In the equilibrium Xe effect on k

due to F. change In porer density at the noda. By calculating auch changes

with different LEOPARD calculations, B15 is determined. It should be

aentionad that the first step change In the depletion calculation should

be long enough to allow a buildup of equilibrium Xe, i.e., BU - 100 MWD/MTU.

Otherwise, Eq. (151) Is not valid.

vk'doppler -B17(l+B18) (166)

The above equation is repeated for different V... - R... to determine

the constants; only 2 of the 3 constants are Independent. B23 Is noraally

1 but can be used as a scaling factor. B26 permits correcting for any

control effect which is normally small; B26 is zero or a very snail number.



The la«t term of Eq. (151) is

'Exp
V ) B13 e

where

exposure or burnup

« burnup before AE(ABU) burnup step

Eijk • BUijk

E .

(167)

(168)

Here B22 is similar to B23 in that it is normally 1 but allows for a

scaling factor In the burnup steps. Eq. (167) has a linear term plus

an exponential tern; the latter term is used to treat depletion of burnable

poisons. Eq. (167) is fit to the curve of Fig.-38 (no void) after

equilibrium Xe is built into the fuel with constants B20, B13, and B1A.

The constant B21 is used to account for the void effect. Of importance

here is to realize that under certain conditions removing a contrrl blade

can decrease the flux in the region due to the increase in voids caused

by the removal of the control blade. The change in k, (Ak/k)Ex_ decreases

vith both exposure and voiding. The decrease in k due to voids is correlated

with B21 realizing that ( ^ j — *•' multiplied by B20.

5.2.3 Thermal-Hydraulic Analysis

As water flows up the channel of a BUR fuel assembly, it i*

raised to the saturation temperature, Tg,_, after which steam voids are

produced increasing tn mass until the coolant exits the fuel region. The

voids increase in mass as they move up the fuel channel due to the heat

flow from the fuel to the coolant. Heat transport equations'33'3 are

used to determine the void fraction, R, and I) (Eq. 145) at each nodal

point. The void calculations complete the set of FLAKE equations for

BWR analysis.

The quality of the water, -^or J^^^t defines the ratio of vapor

mass-flow over the mixture mass flow

<169>

where

wr/w

r. -

the rated to actual flow

the total number of actual nodes in the problem

the ratio of flow in channel ij to the average channel flow

exit quality

"exit " Hsat

• inlet quality

Hinlet " "sat

(170)

(171)

H • enthalpy of the coolant

H, • latent heat of vaporication at system pressure

expresses J<jjk as the sua of the inlet quality, J/o, plusEq. (169)

the fractional increase of the total quality increase, Jj - _/0.
the channel up to the node under analysis. The fractional increase in quality

is equal to the fraction of channel power produced up to the node in the

channel.
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The total core flow,. T±,, in channel ij can be altered by the

expression

ij ij (172)

If the reactor is operating at full power, P-l, and F. - F. . The constants,

B24 and E25, alter the flow In all channels by the saae amount; consequently,

these constants are derived from the coze total flow versus total thermal

power curve.

The void fraction, R, is the Important parameter needed for solving the

FLARE equations. It is related to the quality by

R -

Evaluation of the six constants in Eq. (173) involves knowing the slip ratio

which is a function of pressure, channel position, and many other variables^ '.

Furia<48>

showed that for the Oyster Creek power plant Von Glahn's correlation

.0.1
0.67

3

gives good agreement with Eq(5-51) when the MIT FLARE

Here

(52)

(174)

constants are used.

specific volume of the vapor

V " specific volume of the liquid

The remaining three constants needed for input to FLARE are

C9 - H f g

.-1

.-1

C8 - p..

C9 (v.)

The exit quality is related to the thermal power, P , produced by the ij

fuel assembly by

V (175)

(176)

where

H F - flow in channel i j

fiHs - Inlet subcooling (BTO/lb)

A detail of the input format for the FLARE code is presented reasonably

clear in Ref. 20 and Ref. 35.

b) Varying requirements for detail and accuracy

The requirements for detail and accuracy depend on the

purpose of the calculation. In-core fuel aanageaent has basically

three purposes. One of these is determining that the core will meet

its energy requirements and meeting this requirement demands the

least accuracy. A one-dimensional lh group diffusion theory calculation,

wherein the core is properly homogenized in a radial direction, will

permit calculating the k ff of the core within + 0.005.

The accuracy and detail requirements increase when it is

necessary to follow the isotopic inventory for economic calculations.

Presently it is the practice to use the fuel assembly as the ninimum

component during a reloed. Fuel assemblies are not disassembled for

reload, but either removed from the core or allowed to remain in the

Here
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core albeit at a different core position. The average power or

conditions (temperatures soluble boron) in a fuel assembly are

sufficient to provide good isotopic inventory information. When the

fuel assemblies of a batch are tr be reprocessed, the fuel derived

from the batch will be credited to the owner. It is therefore not

necessary to follow the depletion of each fuel rod to obtain these data.

The most accurate calculations must be performed for safety

analyses. The temperature distribution in the cere must be known with

sufficient accuracy to define the hot channels within the core, i.e.,

determine the hot channel factors. Such calculations can be made for

PWR'E at BOC using standard diffusion theory calculations to determine

the general shape of the power in the core followed by perturbation

techniques to determine the peak hot fuel channels within the fuel

assembly. One can also simply place a mesh point at each fuel rod's

center and calculate the detailed power distribution with sufficient

accuracy to determine the hot channels. Two or three dimensional

calculations of this type are very expensive to run.

For BWR's the task may be more difficult than PWR's due to the

use of control rods (blades) used to shape the power distribution

and the complex void distribution in BWR's. However, it is not

sufficient to determine the hot channel factors at BOC* Normally

the core depletes in a manner to flatten the flux so that if the

safety condtions are net at BOC they suffice for the complete cycle.

This is not true for PWR's that use burnable poison or BWR's. The

burnable poisons suppress the depletion in a fuel assembly at BOC.

At some time in core life the burnable poison depletes to where the power
l

distribution shifts the position of the hottest fuel channels. It is

therefore essential to follow the depletion to assure the temperature

limitations on the core are not exceeded.

In a BUR the control rods move in from the bottom of the core

depressing the flux in that region at BOC. Near EOC the control rods

are moving out of the lower portion of the core causing the power to

peak in a manner that can exceed any previous time in core life. Axial

placement of burnable poisons is helping to relieve this condition, but

following hot channels throughout core life is mandatory.

c) Characteristics

Diffusion theory can be made to provide as accurate data

as required provided the group constants have been accurately

homogenized. The accuracy of diffusion theory depends on the spacing

of the mesh points; the fewer the mesh points the less accuracy but

the higher calculation speed and the more econonical. For in core fuel

management, 2 gps should suffice for LWR's, however, a Vi group will

provide greater speed with perhaps adequate accuracy. This must

always be checked periodically.

One should always use the most economical method for analyses.

The one-dimensioz>, two-dimension, and three-dimension increases the

cost by approximately an order of magnitude as one proceeds in that

order. The nodal codes are the most economical to use but lacks the

accuracy. As the nodal methods are modified to increase their accuracy,

the costs of using them increases. Nevertheless, they are becoming
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more accurate and more popular in the industry. However, it is

essential that their results be compared periodically with the

results of more accurate calculations using diffusion theory, or

best of all, comparing with experimental results.

3.2.3 Core Depletion Analysis

At this point, it is convenient to summarize some of the differences

between the operational characteristics of FWR's and BUK's and their

difference response to thermal-hydraulic flow. First, the thermal

hydraulic effects in the BUR must be coupled with the nudeonic analysis

for all calculations including the scoping type calculations; FUR

scoping calculations can decouple the thermal hydraulic analysis.

Second, BHR's use control blades to shape both the axial and radial power

distribution and do not use soluble boron for control whereas, except for

partial control rods used to change the axial power shape, the reverse

i* true for PWR's. Third, BHR's use control blades positioned outside

the fuel assemblies whereas PWR's use finger-type control rods inside the

fuel assemblies. Bence BWR fuel assemblies are separated by larger water

gaps than FUR1*. Fourth, different fuel rods in the sane BUR fuel assembly

contain different enrichaents of U-235 to reduce flux peaking near the

water gaps, particularly at the corners of the BUS fuel bundles. Because

of the short thermal neutron mean free path in thermal reactor lattices,

complexities are introduced into the thermal neutron behavior in this type

of geometry. It is therefore essential that transport theory be used to

analyze the BWR fuel assembly.'115' Fifth, the BUR fuel assembly has a

411 thin zircaloy box. Called a fuel channel, enclosing the fuel rods to

isolate the boiling within each fuel assembly. The 7WR fuel assemblies

have an open grid structure that allows flow mixing between fuel

assemblies.

The above statements and what follows neither asserts advantages

nor disadvantages for the BUR power plant relative to the FUR power plant.

Each type power plant has its advantages and disadvantages. The transient

behavior, safety performance characteristics, system construction and

operation, and a host of other items are different for these two reactor

types. In each case they present different problems, but with each

problem there may also be unique opportunities for the design engineer.

Control rods are used in the Babcock & Wilcox reactors to shape

the radial power distribution. In these cores, control rods near the

periphery are either fully inserted in the core or fully withdrawn

during core operation. Near mid-cycle the control rods in the core are

removed and another control rod bank near the periphery are inserted to

shift the radial power distribution to give a more uniform radial EOC

burnup distribution. Near the end-of-cycle all control rods are removed

from the core.

b) Methods of Calculations Used

The methods used to deplete BUR cores have been described

via the FLARE code. Depleting a ?VR core requires incorporating flexibility

into the depletion code to account correctly for soluble boron in the

water. This is best explained using the Fenn State Fuel Management

Package (PFMP).<19-36>
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The two-group cross-sections are generated in the PFMP for each

region of the core by a modified LEOPARD code. The standard LEOPARD has

been altered to produce ADDs. An ADD (Assembly Data Description) is a set

of polynomials that describe the cross sections as a function of burnup

or a function of soluble boron in the water. Macroscopic cross-sections

determined at discrete points are fitted to polynomials as a function of

burnup (MWD/MTU) to provide a continuous description of the change in

each macroscopic parameter as a function of burnup. The sane is done

using parts per million boron (PPMB) as the variable. This feature

permits adjusting the soluble boron content in a fuel assembly independent

of the exposure or burnup — a necessary condition if the code is to provide

accurate cross—section data. The ADD's are used to input into SCAR the

cross-section data for each of the different regions of the core at any

stage of the core depletion. SCAR incorporates the 2-dimensional 2-group

diffusion equations of EXT-2 with other subroutines to deplete the core

automatically starting at BOC and ceasing at EOC.

PSU LEOPARD

PSU LEOPARD is, in effect, the standard LEOPARD code with a

few convenient options added, one of which is to provide ADD's. The

modifications required to effect the new options do not affect using

the code as the standard LEOPARD. The fuel assemblies in the PWK core

are normally of three different enrichments as shown in Fig. 31. All

fuel assemblies in a PUR core have the same physical dimensions and can

be interchanged with each other in the core. Elemental content varies

between fuel assemblies due to (1) enrichment, (2) burnable poison,

and (3) control rod insertion or removal.

Fig. 31 is a plan view of the h core Three Mile Island Unit 1

reactor showing the different types of fuel assemblies In the first

loading. The cere at BOC has 1/8 core symmetry which reduces the number

of fuel elements to 29 that have different depletion paths. Because many

fuel assemblies are identical in isotopic content at BOC, only 9 separate

LEOPARD runs plus an additional ADD for the reflector are required to

provide the initial ADDs for the first reactor cycle. Table 3 lilts

some of the physical characteristics of the fuel assemblies.

Table 3

Pellet Dimeter in.

Density, Z of theoretical

Cladding Thickness, in.

Fuel Rod Outside Diameter, In.

Fuel Rod Pitch, in.

Fuel Assembly Pitch Spacing, In

Unit Cell Metal/Water Ratio
(Volume Basis)

Cladding Material

Fuel Material

0.370

92.5

0.0265

0.430

0.568

8.587

0.82

Zircaloy-4 (Cold Worked)

DO.

Ho. of Fuel Rods per Fuel
Assembly 20B

No. of Control Rod Guide Tubes
per Fuel Assembly 16

No. of In-Core Instrument
Positions per Fuel Assembly 1
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All of the 29 fuel assemblies in the l/8th core must be individually

"followed" because each depletes at a different rate. For example, after

the first burnup step, almost everyone of the 29 fuel assemblies have

different burnups. As a consequence, the group constants are different

for each of the 29 fuel assemblies even though some may have been identical

at BOC. Complications occur in following the depletion of each assembly

because the soluble boron is uniformally dispersed throughout the core

and the boron content is manually or externally adjusted to maintain the

core critical as it depletes.

LEOPARD allows lnputing the soluble boron into the fuel assembly

baBed on the core burnup. The amount of soluble boron in a fuel assembly

is correct only for those fuel assemblies having a normalized power, NP.,

equal to 1. Since this is rarely the case, the soluble boron must be

independently adjusted to agree with the amount in the core at each

step. Soluble boron becomes another independent variable; the group

constants are functions of both burnup, BU, and soluble boron, SB.

Zx - f[BU(d),SB]

This can be understood by noting that individual fuel assemblies

of identical type and ADD, but at different core positions, deplete at

different rates. The soluble boron input in LEOPARD correlates with the

core depletion or average fuel assembly. A fuel assembly that depletes

faster than the core average (NP > 1.0) will have insufficient boron, SB,

based on the LEOPARD calculation, as the core depletes, whereas a fuel

assembly with NF < 1.0 will have too much SB as shown in Fig. 32.

SBCt,)

SBb{t,)"

BUa(t,)

SB,=SOLUBLE BORON IN CORE
" AFTER t, DAYS OF FULL

POWER OPERATION

NP=IAND §B=f(BU)

NPb>!ANDSB=fmax(BU)

Fig- 32. Soluble Boron Concentration as a Function of BU(t)
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In Fig. 32, the curves represent (1) the actual soluble boron

concentration in the core (JUS « 1), (2) fuel assembly 'a' with NPg < 1,

and (3) fuel assembly 'b' with NFb > 1 as a function of burnup. After

tj days of operation, the core has burned up BU(tj) MWD/MTH and all fuel

assemblies have soluble boron concentration, SB(t«). The burnup for fuel

assemblies 'a' and 'b' are BUa<tj) and BUfc(t1), respectively, where

because of their normalized powers

The LEOPARD calculations assume the soluble boron is the same for all fuel

assemblies and uses the core or average soluble boron as a function of

core burnup, i.e., the curve for HP • 1. Using LEOPARD data as calculated,

the group constants would correspond to soluble boron of SBa(t^) and SBb(tj)

for the fuel assemblies 'a' and 'b', respectively. Both soluble boron values

must be changed to use in a core depletion calculation; SB (t,) has to be

decritsed and SB^Ctj) to be increased to iBCt^). The ADDs must therefore

allow for two independent variables, SB(t) and BU(t) when calculating the

group constants.

In general

E^C BD.SB) - J NA( BD)o ( BU,SB)+l»s»a { BU.SB) (177)

t SB

where

x refers to the reaction in either group

SB is the soluble boron

N..0" is the soluble boron contribution to £

PSD LEOPARD approximates Eq. (177) for any fuel assenbly by

setting

Zx( BU.SB) - Z H ^ BD)c*< BD,S

-f SB

and

Thus

BD.SB')
i

ii«SB

BU.SB1)

OT'.SB) (178a)

(178b)

Several aethodi are available to allow for the two independent

variables In a single LEOPARD calculation. The method used in the

?fHP is to (tor* the boron macroicopic cross sections in separate

aquations of the ADD. Thcac equations allow changing the FFHB to the

correct value.

rx( BU.SB) - E ™ " ( BU.SB
1) + \ BU'.SB) (178c)

where ^ a S e (BU,SB') is called the base cross section and is stripped

of the soluble boron contribution. The prime denotes cross sections for

which the soluble boron number density is adjusted to agree with actual

values in the core and is therefore different fron soluble boron used in
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the LEOPARD calculation as input to LEOPARD. The base cross sections are

evaluated at average core values for the correct BU but incorrect SB,

thus we use BB'. The boron microscopic cross section, , is evaluated

at the correct SB but incorrect BU, hence BU'.

PSU LEOPARD determines at each depletion step values of

2' Z trl' 2' Zfl- and

as well as N__o (BU',SB). The ADD number is identified and polynomials

are determined for the T. ase and N__o for each of the 9 cross sectionsx So x

by least square fitting polynomial through the data points. The polynomials

are actually fitted in segments as established in the input data to provide

good fits with no more than 5 polynomial coefficients for any one curve

segment.

The polynomials are of the type

1 L
V a l C B U ) + a 2 C B U > 2

HSB°x

(179a)

(179b)

and are fitted to curves as shown in Fig. 33. The approximations assume

that the a 's are independent of NeiI and the b_'s are independent of BU.

In practice, these approximations appear to work well. Thus

(180)

CO , n
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UJ 0.8
p 0.7
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SCAR

The SCAR code , an acronym for JScoping dode for the Analysis

of Reactors, performs an automatic two-dimensional diffusion-depletion

analysis of a PWR reactor core. SCAR uses the two group 2-dimension

diffusion theory subroutine in EXT-2 to obtain the power distribution and

k __ at each step In core life. All of the cross sections are input from

ADD's created by PSU-LEOFAKD. Mesh points identify the various fuel

assembly regions using an input format similar to EXT-2. At the beginning

of each burnup step, ABU(d), in core life, the normalized power, NP., for

each fuel assembly is determined using Eq. (8); the burnup steps having

been chosen to keep the changes in the NP.'s over one burnup step small.

Consequently, the NP 's at BOC are used in Eq. (15) and Eq. (18) to

calculate the step burnup, ABU(d)., and the burnup, BU(t)., respectively.

A subroutine in SCAR uses the BU(t). to obtain a new set of group constants

for each fuel assembly from the ADD's. The new set of cross-sections are

automatically fed back into the diffusion theory subroutine to determine

the NP 's and k „ at the beginning of the second step. The burnup step

for the second step is used, to obtain the new burnup BIKtj) for each fuel

assembly in the core, and, as before, a new set of group constants are

determined from the ADD's for the next step. The simple procedure is

continued for the number of time steps specified in the input data.

The PFMP is used as a basic tool for teaching in-core fuel management

at Perm State. SCAR uses a free format input to minimize problems beginners

have in using the code. The free format greatly reduces the complexity in

providing the input data to run the code, but complicates the code itself.

SCAR is therefore not an easy code to modify for improvements or adding new

subroutines.

SCAR incorporates a method for estimating nev ADDS for core reload

enrichments without much user preparation of data. As an example, the

reload enrichment for the next operation cycle lies between 2.05 and 2.10

weight percent (w/o), e.g. 2.07. If 2 ADDs exist with enrichments of

2.05 and 2.10 w/o, SCAR will interpolate the group constants between

these two ADDs for the 2.07 enrichment or any enrichment that lies between

the two values. SCAR essentially creates an artificial ADD which can be

used as a regular ADD. Use of this feature circumvents additional

PSU-LEOPARD calculations, further reducing computational time requirements.

There are a few approximations used In the PFMP, and the user

should be aware of them.

1) Equilibrium Xe is built into the ADD's after approximately

100 MWD/MTD for the lifetime of the fuel. At the beginning

of the 2nd reactor cycle, the equilibrium Xe remains in the

cross sections at the BOC of the new cycle. By taking one or

two 100 MwD/MTU steps initially, the correct power distribution

and burnup picture follows.

2) The equilibrium Xe concentration is derived for the average

core power, and it is not adjusted to account for the

difference in power or flux that actually exists in the fuel

assembly during core operation.

3) The water density in a fuel assembly is equal to the average

water density in the core. Fuel assemblies with HP.'s < 1,

have lower water temperatures, higher water densities, and

boron content whereas for fuel assemblies with NP 's > 1, the

reverse is true.

A new code is being developed to allow eliminating these approximations.

,
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c) Varying Requirements for Detail and Accuracy

There are two basic differences for storing cross section

information for use with diffusion or nodal codes. One method is to

store them in the form of analytical equations, e.g., the ADDs or the

equations used in FLARE. The other is to store them Ii. tabular form

as a function of as many variables as necessary or in tabular form for

the principle variables, i.e., burnup and poison, and use analytical

formulas to extend the group constants as functions of the other

variables, e.g., fuel temperature. The analytical formula storage format

uses less storage and is much faster than the tabular method but it is

less accurate. Hence scoping calculations and many depletion studies

can be made with the former, but exact calculation for safety analysis

should use the latter.

3.2.4 Techniques for Refueling PWR Cores

a) Various fuel loading schemes, their advantages and dis-
advantages

Two basic methods may be used to reload cores

(1) reload to maximize safety by developing the flattest possible power

distribution and (2) develop a low leakage core at EOC to minimize fuel

costs. In the former one uses the out-in type loading scheme, i.e., the

fresh fuel is first placed in the core periphery and in subsequent cycles

moved into the core and in the latter case, the in-out scheme is used.

The in-out scheme has the new fuel loaded into the central portion of

the core first and in its last cycle loaded in the core periphery. Actually

when fuel remains in the core for three cycles, it is more appropriate to

identify the reloading schemes as in-in-out, out-in-in, in-out-in, or out-

in-out, the out referring to the periphery location and the in to the

central part of the core.

Annular zone loading as performed initially in the San Onofsre

reactor in California places the fuel of the sane enrichment in radial

zones. Scatterloading refers to where the fuel of high k^'s are

surrounded with low k^ fuel to prevent high peak powers in the core.

Refueling cores remains as much an art as a science. Although

there are some general guidelines to be followed in refueling a reactor,

there does not exist a precise set of rules or equations to determine

a unique optimum reload pattern. Presently most cores are loaded to

operate with the flattest possible power distribution. Using the flat

power distribution as a goal, tit lies are made prior to reactor operation

to determine the reload patterns for the planned operations over many cycles

of a nuclear power plant. Experience is gained during these studies in

finding refueling patterns that meet constraints, and finding some reload

configurations which are superior to others. Nevertheless, the optimum

reload core may not have been found. During actual power plant operations

unforeseen events can occur which force a change in the planned shutdown

schedule for core reload. As a consequence, all previous studies on core

reload patterns must be changed to correspond to the new operation schedule.

The experience gained in the previous studies are extremely helpful in

changing the core reload design.

The FUR normally has the core initially loaded with three different

enrichments in a mixed zone scatter loaded pattern. A few core configurations

for the first core are shown in Fig. 31 and Fig. 34, the latter being a

Westinghouse core. The highest enrichment is normally loaded on the perimeter tnc
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of the core to help flatten the radial power distribution. Except for the

first reactor cycle, subsequent reactor cycles are designed to last

approximately one year. At the end of the first reactor cycle, fuel

is removed which normally is not used again. The relative low total exposure

to the removed fuel results in increased fuel costs. To ninimize the first

batch fuel costs, the first reactor cycle is normally run for approximately

1-1/2 years daring which tine the portion to be removed receives the maximum

possible burrtup.

Approximately 1/3 of the core is removed after each reactor cycle,

the exposed fuel moved to their new positions, and the new fuel loaded in

the core periphery and other positions close to but not adjacent to the

periphery. The rules used to find the new core positions for the fuel

assemblies are general, providing guidance to enable the fuel engineer

to determine by iteration the accepted new loading configurations. It is

obvious which fuel is to be removed after a cycle; for example, the 2.06

w/o fuel is removed in the Three Mile Island Unit 1 core at the end of the

first cycle. Shuffling the remaining and new fuel into positions for the

second core must be determined. As a first guess, the vacant positione left

by the renoved fuel (2.06 w/o) are replaced by exposed fuel with the lowest

enrichment; fuel to be removed at the end of the next cycle, i.e., 2.747 w/o

in the Three Mile Island Unit 1 core. The new fuel is placed in the core

periphery and the remaining fuel assemblies scatter loaded to fill up the core.

The correct enrichment for the reload is determined using one dimensional

2-group analyses or perhaps an empirical formula; consequently, when a 2-

dimensional 2-group analysis is performed to obtain an accurate radial

power distribution, as represented by the NP.'s, the correct enrichment

where

and

II are
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for the reload is close to its correct value. The first guess core

configuration rarely exhibits the appropriate NF.'s, although the k ,, may

be satisfactory. The procedure for shuffling the fuel to improve the

radial power distribution are given below and follows closely those

presented by Stout and Robinson.

1) New fuel remains in the core periphery positions (out-in

loading procedure)

2) Low k^ fuel should be placed around high k^ fuel.

3) Scatter or checkerboard loadings should be followed where

possible, i.e., low k^ fuel adjacent to high k^ fuel.

4) Where both the NP. and k^ are high, replacing the high k^

with a low k fuel assembly will reduce the HP. in this
00 j

region of the core, provided the low k o is brought from a

position a few assemblies distant. The high k n will increase

the HP.'s in the region where it replaces the low k^ fuel.

5) A fuel assembly is never exchanged with one having a lower k^

and a higher NP..

6) Different regions of the core require different logic while

shuffling the fuel. Some core positions have 8 identical

fuel assemblies whereas other positions have only 4 identical

fuel assemblies. One-quarter core symmetry is usually

maintained although 1/8 core symmetry may be attained usually

at a cost of higher HP.'s. The effect of interchanging

fuel assemblies from core center to near the core periphery

are different from interchanging within a region. Experience

here, is presently the best teacher.

7) New fuel assemblies should be moved one position at a time in

the reactor interior. Their large k^'s produce large effects

in the power distribution.

When the best or a satisfactory core configuration is determined,

a code like SCAR is used to automatically deplete the core. The NP.'s

and k „ must satisfy certain core performance criteria as a function

of depletion during the reactor cycle. The maximum HP. must be less than

some assigned value to insure fuel temperature, SNBR, and LOCA safety

requirements are not exceeded. Other safety requirements must also be met.

The core k „ must be <_ !•& ac EOC with the core operating at full power.

If these conditions are not met, further studies must be made until an

acceptable loading is established. Further reshuffling of the core can be

studied to flatten the power distribution or to possibly lower the enrich-

ment of the new fuel. Several reactor cycles beyond the next cycle must be

analyzed to assure the enrichment is not made too low. It may be possible

to find a very low acceptable enrichment for the reload fuel of the next

cycle, but the low enrichment causes severe flux peaking in subsequent

cycles. Analyses of several reactor cycles beyond the next cycle will

prevent this.

Figs. 35, 36, and 37 show the loading configuration for the Common-

wealth Edison Company Zion I reactors. It should be noticed that there

are four enrichments in the reloaded cores of Zion 1. The 1/3 replacement

figure is only approximate, and there exists some reloaded cores with more

than four enrichments as shown in Figs. 36 and 37.

Analyses are also made to include an exposure window, a range of

energies the core can meet. The energy requirement for a core is difficult
427



to establish many months prior to the core's operation. There are many

safety analyses that must be made to prove that any reload configuration

is safe. If these safety analyses are performed for a range of energies

for the core, then any energy requirement that lies within the band of

energies or exposure window, should attain the necessary approvals without

any delay in the operating schedule.

Superior core reload configuration may be obtained automatically

in the future replacing the manual method of testing now in use.

Automatic reloading of cores will by necessity incorporate optimization

methods to produce the best reload pattern. For this reason, a separate

discussion is presented on optimization methods.

b) Basis for comparing refueling schemes

There are two bases for comparing refueling schemes:

(1) safety (reliability) and (2) economics. If two schemes are safe and

reliable then the one that conserves U-235 is the most economical. In

general, the utility doc? not change the mechanical design of a power

reactor; poison control, enrichment, and reloading patterns are all of the

options available to then. Hence, once the energy of a cycle is set, the

total number of fissions are established. The mechanical design to the

first order determines the Fu buildup and hence the U-235 depletion during

the cycle is fixed for all reloading patterns. The U-235 needed to main-

tain criticality can be ainiaized by using a core that has low leakage

at EOC. Thus, if a EOC low leakage core has reliable operation characteristics,

it will be the aost economical and the one to choose. However, if the safety

is in doubts flatter power distributions vill be chosen.

v » \

K

••3

*•".**»•••;

•if

Fig. 35. Zion Units I S I I I n i t i a l Core Loading Arrangement
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The use of control rods to shape pouer distribution adds some

complications. If the cost advantage in fuel cycle economics is small, an

alternate scheme that does not use inserted control rods will be chosen.

Burnable poisons is the 2nd and subsequent cycles are usually avoided.

However, if the EOC low leakage cores are to be used in the future, burnable

poisons will have to be used in these cycles to prevent excessive power peaking

in the core.

5.4 Techniques for Refueling BWR Cores

a) Various Fuel Loading Schemes, Their Advantages and Disadvantages

As with FUR. cores, experience is a necessary ingredient to

properly reload a BWR core. In general the reload configuration is

designed to attain the flattest power distribution, while satisfying

other important core constraints. Such constraints include minimum

hot operating excess reactivity at BOC; sufficient cold shutdown margin

with one control rod stuck out during the cycle; acceptable performance

during a 1) rod withdrawal error, 2) rod drop accident, 3) fuel

misloading errors, or 4) operating transient; fuel thermal-

mechanical integrity during burnup; and sufficient cycle energy

generation capacity. If the power distribution is so flat as to provide

& large margin in the projected thermal operating limits (linear heat

generation and minimum critical heat flux ratio), a reload pattern

may be designed with greater power peaking to Improve other parameters,

i.e., cycle energy capability, plant operating capacity factor or fuel

integrity.(38)

The operation and burnup of a BWR is dominated by the production

431 of voids. Larger void fractions occur in the high power density regions

of the core, tending to reduce the thermal flux, and thus reduce the

power in those regions. Voids tend, by this means, to flatten the power

distribution across the core; They also have a significant affect on the

end-of-cycle group constants, and hence, group constants are functions

of both burnup and void history. For the large modern BWR's, significant

power distributioi flattening is induced by xenon and the Doppler effect

because the core is strongly decoupled, i.e., one part of the core is

not strongly affected by changes in another part of the core, and has

(39)small neutron leakage. Burnable poisons are also distributed to

(39)aid in flattening the overall (axial and radial) power distribution.

For scoping calculations and for design comparison purposes, the

reload configuration is designed using the Baling principle. '

Haling defined the EOC power distribution as the important criterion,

and established a procedure to deplete the core and maintain a constant

power distribution. The Haling principle is useful because it

determines the flattest possible power distribution to deplete the

core. It is used extensively, therefore, as the target power distribution

to attain when setting control rod patterns during the cycle. However,

caution is advised before making certain decisions based on the results

using the Haling principle, because it is not always possible to deplete

the core with this power distribution. Two designs with similar Haling-

type EOC pouer distributions, based on EOC bundle reactivities, may

differ considerably vhen the control rods are positioned at an earlier

point in the cycle. It may be necessary, then, to conduct more detailed

(38)depletion calculations before acceptable results are attained.



The EOC exposure distribution, which is the objective of the

Haling principle, is a function of the EOC group constants and the EOC

group constants are dependent on the control rod strategy employed to

deplete the core to that point in the history of the fuel. Thus, the

EOC pover distribution is a function of both the energy generated during

the cycle and the control rod strategy used during the cycle. In actual

core operation, several rod sequences are normally employed to achieve

an EOC exposure distribution as close as possible to the Haling

distribution.

b) The Baling Principle

The Haling principle starts with the end-of-cycle core and

establishes an iterative procedure for finding a refueling pattern and

a dynamic control pattern during the core depletion which maintains

a constant power distribution shape over the cycle. The Haling

principle emphasizes maintaining as low a power peaking factor as

possible and, hence, necessitates the use of burnable poisons and control

blade positioning distributed to match the burnup of the fuel. The

depletion trajectory defined by the Haling principle can never be attained

precisely) but it establishes a goal for the refueling engineer to meet.

The burnup distribution change that takes place during the reactor cycle

is referred to as the depletion trajectory.

The goal of the Haling principle is easily understood by

referring to Fig. 38 where the maximum normalized power is plotted as

a function of core burnup. Curve A follows the Haling principle whereas

curve B or C does not. The method for computing the reload pattern and

depletion trajectory to follow Curve A in Fig. 38 is briefly outlined

as follows:<41)

Consider a BWR having a power distribution F(r) where r_ is the

three-dimensional space vector. Let

and

P(r) - P A(r)

Bu(r) - BuA(r_) - r
P

(181)

(182)

Maximum
Normalized
Power XA, Haling's Principle

Burnup

Fig. 38. Maximum normalized Pover as a Function of Burnup
for a BUS 431



where

P is the average power density in the core

A(r) is a normalized shape function

The Haling principle attempts to maintain A(r) constant during the

reactor cycle. In addition A C r ) ^ ^ is minimized.

The steady state two-group diffusion equation for the fast neutron

group can be written

v(r)P(r)
V • D1(r)V<^(r) - ^ ( r ^ r ) + x G(f) - 0 (183)

When the reactor is critical, A - 1, Eq. (183) using Eq. (182) becomes

V • D_(r)V4(r) - Z (r)$ (r) + v(r) P - M l l . 0
L x x x Bu G(r)

(184)

At this point a guess is made for A(r_) and Bu through which P(jr)

and Bu(r) are evaluated. The spatial temperatures, moderator density,

xenon, and the nuclear properties are all evaluated to correspond to the

correct P(r_). The next step is to solve Sq. (184) for the fast flux

distribution ^(r) by either inverting the matrix or using an iteration

method. For the large 3-D calculations the iteration solution is raOBt

efficient.^ Once the *,(£) distribution is determined, the thermal flux

can be calculated in a similar manner using the thermal neutron group

diffusion equation

r) » 0 (185)V-D2(r_)Vi|>2(r) - E2(£)*2<£)

With both ^(r) and P2(r) determined, a. new more correct power distribution

P Or) is computed using

P(1)(r) - P [ Z f j t ) * ^ ) + Z£2(r)*2(r)] G(r) (186)

where the superscript identifies the iteration number. The process is

repeated in an iterative fashion calculating a new improved Pn(r) after

each (n ) iteration. Because the equations are non-linear, the use

of acceleration techniques tc speed up convergence helps to shorten the

(41)time to compute the reload pattern.

In practice, a subroutine is normally incorporated into FLARE to

(42)attain the Haling conditions. It uses a means of accelerating the

convergence; oscillations in the convergence procedure can be avoided by

the interpolation technique. '

The procedures used to assign individual fuel assemblies their new

position, determine the number and enrichment of new .fuel assemblies, and

define other needs for the reload configuration are mostly proprietary.

There are some standard rules one should follow. Scatter loading is

employed to reduce power peaking and new fuel is loaded near the center

of the core. Note the procedure here is presently different from that

used in reloading FWR's. One can study the reloading process by referring

to some reload configuraclors previously employed in BWR's, and try them

out using the FLARE code to gain experience and insight. It should be

mentioned that it is not necessary to shuffle all of the fuel assemblies

in the core for the partial refueling of the BKR core. Two reload cycles

of the Quad Cities Unit I reactor are presented in Fig. 39 and Fig. 40

(431
for this purpose. For Cycle 1, all 724 bundles are identical; they

have a 7 x 7 fuel rod array and en average enrS.ehment of 2.12wt %. The

reload configuration of Fig. 39 uses 88 new fuel bundles having an 8 x 8

fuel rod array and an average enrichment of 2.50Z. An additional 5 new
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434 Fig. 40. Quad Cities Unit 1 Reload-2 Design Reference Core Loading

experimental fuel bundles, containing mixed oxide (PUQj and UC^) fuel,

are used in the reload of Fig. 39 giving a total of 93 new fuel bundles

for the first reload. The reload core for cycle 2 (and cycle 3) is

designed to produce near 6000 KHD/TU (Here TU » 2000 lbs.) average

exposure for the fuel during the cycle. Fig. 40 shows the reload con-

figuration for operating cycle 3 (2nd reload) vhereiii two different

enrichments are employed in the reload. All new fuel is of the 8 x 8

array type; 108 bundles of 2.50 wt. % enrichment (type A) and 52 bundles

of 2.62 wt. Z enrichment are used. As stated previously, scatter loading

is used to reduce power peaking, and new fuel is loaded in the central

portion of the core. New fuel increases the core's k JJ by a greater

increment when placed in the center of the core, as opposed to the

periphery. For the first two reload cycles, the old fuel remains in

fixed positions.

(44)
Recently Specker, et al have reported on a new improved

reloading scheme for the BUR that uses three zones of enrichment to

improve uranium utilization and to flatten the radial power distributions.

Natural uranium or highly exposed low reactivity fuel are used in the

core periphery. High enrichment fuel assemblies are located just inside

the peripheral region and scatter loaded everywhere except the very

center of the core. The new strategy is used to maximize the excess

reactivity of the core with concurrent minimization of the radial power

peaking. In addition, it minimizes the U-235 requirements.

In conclusion, there are more options as well as flexibility in the

reload design open to the BUR fuel manager than the FUR fuel manager.

The core is much larger for the same power output, and the feedback



between void formation and control rod patterns present both problems

and opportunities in establishing reload configurations and operation

strategies. For this reason, optimization techniques may provide

additional guidance to the BUR fuel manager.

cana an nn.

aaaaaaaa
B Low Enrichment
0 Intermediate Enrichment
• High Enrichment

Fig. 41. Typical Initial Core Configuration

3.2.6 Optimization Methods

a) Introduction

The operation of a nuclear power plant commences when

the first care begins to produce power. A number of fuel assemblies in

the first core will be removed from the reactor after the first reactor

cycle never to be used again; consequently, the first reactor cycle is

designed to operate longer and provide more energy than subsequent

cycles. At the end of each cycle most of the used fuel assemblies are

repositioned (shuffled) to new positions in the core, and the

remainder are transferred out of the reactor to a spent fuel storage

pool. Some of the used fuel assemlies may be used in subsequent cycles

depending on the fuel management scheme employed in refueling the reactor.

The core positions left empty by the removal of the used fuel are

filled with fresh or new fuel assemblies. The final arrangement of

the refuelled core, containing both used fuel from the previous cycles

and the fresh fuel, prior to the operation of the next cycle is

referred to as either the refueling pattern, reloading pattern, or

reloading configuration.

The nuclear engineer responsible for refueling a nuclear power

plant uses established procedures to determine the refueling pattern

for a core at the end of a reactor cycle. Experience and use of "trial

and error" calculations allow him to determine the reloading pattern.

The engineer attempts intuitively to optimize the reload pattern to

minimize the energy costs while simultaneously assuring adequate margin

to safety and operational limits. Analytical optimization methods are

not presently used to automatically finalize the reload configuration,
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although several useful optimization methods have been developed over

the past decade which do provide guidance. If optimization methods

have been developed to finalize the refueling pattern, they have not

been made available to the public.

Optimization theory has evolved new terms which have to be

defined before the subject can be understood. ' Indeed optimi-

zation theory is in the process of change and new definitions are

being introduced by various authors. A few of the more important terms

are defined here for convenience and quick reference to aid in reading

this chapter; however, interested readers should refer to textbooks

on optimization theory for a more complete discussion of the basic

terms.C*7'48>

To begin, optimization theory requires some function to be

optimized, i.e., the objective function. For in-core fuel management,

(49)a cost functional is the preferred objective function although

other functionals are sometimes substituted to simplify the problem.

(47)The term functional is used to express a function of a function.

The terms criterion function or performance index nay be used in lieu

of the objective function. The cost functional, to be truly correct,

should include all fuel-cycle cost components) i.e., fuel cycle costs

plus fixed charges on capital costs plus operation and maintenance costs,

and, hence, calculate the total energy costs. The total energy cost

is the sum of the energy costs for each reactor cycle, lavelized over

the number of reactor cycles used in the study. Capital costs amortized

during the down-time between refuelings are reflected in the energy costs,

because reduced down-time results in reduced energy costs.

To optimize the cost functional, the analysis must include many

different reload schemes and different operating methods. Some reloading

patterns and operating methods will have lower costs than others, but

this may not become apparent until many different paths have been

analyzed. Hence calculations along each path must be stored stepwise

for future comparison, and unless some simplified assumptions are

made or some criteria introduced to limit or eliminate many choices,

the storage requirements quickly exceed that available in even the

largest computer.

The operation of a reactor over many reactor cycles occurs in

a stagewise fashion. After each reactor cycle is complete, decisions

must be made regarding the next cycle. Such decisions involve the

number of fuel assemblies to be retained for the next cycle, the

enrichment of the new or fresh fuel assemblies to be added, and the

length of the next reactor cycle. Hence a decision contains components

or variables; variables are conditions which can be changed as desired

to alter the magnitude of the objective functional. The term decision

vector is used to identify the decision and its various components

assigned at each stage or cycle of the core history.

At the beginning and end of each stage or cycle, the condition or

state of the reactor (BOC and EOC) must be defined in terms of items such

as its reactivity (k „ ) and the burnup of the fuel. The condition or state

of the reactor is referred to as the state vector * or simply, as

the state, with its components such as k ,- and Bu. The state vector

will change as it goes from the BOC state to the EOC state. After each

EOC state is attained the decision vector is applied by the fuel manager

to transform the EOC state to a BOC state.



The fuel manager has the flexibility of using the following

variables, i.e., components of the decision vector, when choosing the

reload pattern:

1) The enrichment of fresh fuel

2) The quantity of fresh fuel (number of new fuel assemblies)

3) The reuse of used fuel

4) The length of a reactor cycle, i.e., the residence time of each

fuel batch in the reactor

5) The detailed reloading pattern

6) Poison management

7) Altering the mechanical design of the fuel assembly

There are, however, five imposed basic constraints on the operation of a

nuclear reactor that are important from this viewpoint; they are as follows:

1. the reactor must be capable of sustaining a chain reaction

(critlcality) to meet the energy generation plan,

2. fuel temperature must remain below melting point,

3. surface heat flux should not exceed its cladding minimum

critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR) in a BUR or departure from

nucleate boiling ratio (DHBR) in a PVJR,

4. reactor control system must always be capable of shutting

the reactor down, even with the most reactive control rod

stuck in the full "OUT" position (it is called stuck-rod

criterion for a BWR to limit regional reactivity), and

5. local fuel burnup must not exceed the maximum permissible

burnup to avoid cladding failure.

In the two-dimensional (X-Y) analysis for full power operation, an

axial nuclear hot channel factor, a local nuclear peaking factor, and an

engineering hot channel factor are usually assumed. The constraints, itea 2

and 3, can thus be replaced by a limit on the radial power peaking factor

of a fuel assembly. The constraint item 5 can also be replaced by a limit

on the average burnup of a fuel assembly.

b) Basis for Comparing Refueling Schemes

For in-core fuel management, the principal problem

restricting the use of optimization methods is the large number of

variables involved in the process. Constraints help to simplify the

analysis somewhat by limiting the range of the variables, but even

so, the number of fuel assemblies, B F A, their core positions, the

enrichment, and poison content present a large number of possibilities

(variables) to follow over several reactor cycles. To provide answers,

the optimization procedure must reduce the number of variables. This

may be achieved, for example, by allowing only one enrichment for all

cycles or by restricting placement of new fuel to a few reactor zones,

but as a consequence, the results are limited in their usefulness.

Other methods may seek to reduce the number of variables by replacing

the cost objective functional with an equivalent but lower dimension

functional that depends on only a few variables. Some noncost criteria

used in optimizing in-core fuel management schemes are:

(50,51,52)
1. maximizing average discharged fuel burnup

(53,54,55,56)2. maximizing cycle length (or k „ or cycle burnup)

3. minimizing fresh reload fuel (or enrichment)<57>58«S9.60)

4. minimizing power peaking factor (or maximizing core

power(S3'60'61'62'63>
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The determination of the minimum critical mass for a thermal

reector by Goertzel is probably the first optimization problem that

has been encountered in nuclear reactor theory, and numerous studies

have since been devoted to similar solutions. The problem of minimizing

critical oass is closely related to maximizing core keff- Goertzel's

theorem states that the condition for minimum critical mass for a

thermal reactor, with uniform moderating and thermal properties through-

out the core and reflector, is a constant thermal flux in the region

where there is fuel (the core) and the thermal flux never greater than

this constant value where there is no fuel (the reflector)•

Noncost functionals are simpler to optimize than cost functionals; how-

ever, It is important to ensure that the noncost analysis produces the desired

economic objective by verifying •with cost analysis. Even with noncost

functionals, it is usually necessary to divide the optimization procedure

into a few subproblems each of which may be independently optimized. In so

doing, the global optimum condition cannot be guaranteed. For these reasons,

optimization theory is presently used in fuel management to provide guidance

iii the reloading strategy.

There are two aspects of in-core fuel management that determine the

methods used in studying the reloading configuration. Studies may be made

to improve the long range use of fuel and minimize energy costs in the future.

The long range studies employ optimization methods which may develop new

criteria for the actual reloads. For example, the reactor cycle tine may be

changed from the present one-year schedule to an IB-month schedule, as has

happened for some BWR's and PWR's, because the studies have shown definite

438 cost improvement. However, their objective is to provide planning and

guidance for the future rather than detailed reloading information on the

actual placement of individual fuel assemblies for the next refueling.

The other aspect involves the actual reload configuration for

the next reactor cycle. Here the engineer has one principal objective -

meet on schedule the rated power and produce the energy planned for

that cycle. Normally time does not permit using other than established

procedures for determining the reloading configuration for the next

cycle. Optimization procedures used here must be well defined and

relate to direct searching and placement of individual fuel assemblies.

c) General Method of Calculations Used

The nuclear reactor is one component in the power system,

and other components may be considered if the objective is to minimize

the supplied energy costs, i.e., power system optimization. How-

ever, that is a larger problem than the one considered in these

lectures. Here, we consider only those variables or decision-vectors

available to the in-core fuel manager at a nuclear power plant.

Although optimization methods for in-core fuel management include

1) dynamic programming, 2) linear programing, 3) varlational

methods and perturbation theory, 4) heuristic learning, 5) nonlinear

programming, and 6) direct search, only the first two are discussed

in detail.

7.1 Dynamic Programming

The problem of refueling a reactor is one of a multistage

process, each stage involving a reload followed by a period of reactor

operation. Dynamic programming was formulated by Bellman to help optimize

such multistage processes.



Bellman's "principle of optimality" states that in an optimal

policy, whatever the initial state and decisions are, the remaining decisions

must constitute an optimal policy vith respect to the state resulting from

the initial decisions. In dynamic programming, the state of the reactor is

identified by a state vector, i.e., burnup, k ,,, etc., which is a function

of various parameters called state variables or variables. What is different

in dynamic programing is that the state variables relate the state vectors

between the stages rather than characterize a process taking place during

the stage. Several studies have been performed using dynamic programming

to minimize energy costs or power peaking factor. It is perhaps easier

to understand dynamic programming by describing the first application

of it to optimal fuel management.

Wall and Fenech optimized the refueling program for an equivolume

3-zone cylindrical reactor, loaded and refueled with a single enrichment by

minimizing energy cost (mills/kw-hr) over the plant l^fe. Using the three

equivolumes and single enrichment, they reduced the number of variables

to a sufficiently low number to make the problem tractable. The constraints

used were :

1) limit the maximum burnup of the fuel (BUmax)

2) limit the local heat generation rate (ppmax)

3) the core k e { { must be greater than 1; when k ,, < 1, the core

is reloaded

4) use a single enrichment throughout plant life

The objective is to find an optimal sequence foe the zonal refueling

policy. The length of the reactor cycle is set by the reload configuration.

Even within these limited operation rules, the number of possible states

to be considered are very large.

Fig. 41. Cylindrical Reactor of 3-equivolume Zones

There are three equivolume zones, as shown in Figure 41 any one,

two, or all can be replaced with new fuel at any stage. The fuel in any one

zone can be replaced by fuel in any of the other zones. If there are K

reloadings made during the plant life and there are C choices for refueling

at each stage or reload, there Is then a possibility of C core histories

to be followed. For a 3-zone core, C on the average, considering constraints,

may be approximately 15 and N can be 30. If an exhaustive search is to be

applied, the number of calculations required are 15 - 2 x 10 ! Clearly,

the number of core histories to be considered wist be greatly reduced and

the computational time at each stage kept to a minimum. In dynamic

programming, both conditions are attained by establishing simple methods

for determining the state of the reactor at each stage via facts of life

curves and by using a computational acceleration method which eliminates

similar end states.
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The state vector for the reactor is the burnup of each zone. Let

Bu, - burnup of the 1 zone

8 (BU, ,BU,,BU,) » state vector for the n' end of cycle core
n 1 * -*

defined by the burnup of Che three zones

8'(BU, ,3U,,BU.) - state vector for the n beginning of cycle core
n 1 * J

n - number of reloads

7 - total energy output over core lifetime
n
G - total associated costs over core lifetime

Then

P2 + P3 - -

• 8 2 + S 3 • •

<187)

(188)

where the p 's and E _ * are the component energy and cost produced at each

stage. Thi objective function to be minimized within constraints is

(189)

At the end of
i

6

Figure 42 vill help clarify the dynamic programming method. The

initial core, 8. , is loaded at g^ and products energy

the Initial cycle the ctate vector 6^ oust be refueled to create ^

Here Wj repreients the decision vector used to identify the reload configuration
•

mode to transform « b to 6j, the prises .efer to the BOC core. There are 28

possible decisions at each stage and each passible decision mutt be tested.

Let 1,2,3, or F refer to used fuel from zone 1,2, or 3, respectively,

and F refer to fresh fuel; the arrangement [2-1-FJ refers to the reloading

pattern with used fuel in zone 2 moved to zone 1, used fuel in zone 1

moved to zone 2, and fresh fuel placed in zAse 3. Then the 28 possible

refueling patterns are:

R t

1.

2.

3 .

4 .

5

6

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

fF-F-F]

[1-F-F]

[2-F-F]

[3-F-F]

[F-l-F]

[F-2-F]

[F-3-F]

D-2-F]

[1-3-F]

[2-1-F]

[2-3-F]

[3-1-F]

[3-2-F]

[F-F-l]

[MM]

[F-F-3]

17.

18.

1 9 .

2 0 .

2 1 .

2 2 .

2 3 .

2 4 .

2 5 .

2 6 .

27 .

2 8 .

[l-F-2]
[l-F-3]

[2-F-l]

[2-F-3]

E3-JT-1]

[3-F-2]

[T-l-2]

[F-l-3]

IH-I]
[F-2-3]

[F-3-1]

[F-3-2]
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Fig. 42. Time Event Diagram For Partial Batch Refueling

There are thus 28 possible decision vectors, u,, available to the

refueling manager for the first reload (actually 28 possible for all

subsequent reloads). The decision vector, Wjt nay be written in matrix

form

"11

"21

"12

(190)

"31 "32 V33

and any decision for the first refueling is described by

or for example, one decision operating on the EOC state, the following

(192)

Finally,

(193)

A normal procedure at this point would be to use nucleonic codes to calculate

the power distribution, keff, and burnup of ttie core to relate EOC conditions

to the BOC core. The same codes would be used to study each refueling

pattern and subsequent reloads and depletion trajectories. However, Hall

and Fenech have developed "facts of life" curves which provide the same

information and obviate the need to perform the nuclfonic calculations

during the optimization analyses.

A systematic set of one dimensional depletion calculations are per-

formed with the FEVER code to develop the facti of life curve** The facts

of life curves are thus a summary of the FEVER code depletion calculations.

These curves are used directly in the optimization calculation to determine

nucleonic parameters at EOC or BOC for different refueling patterns and



depletion schemes. The facts of life curves permit the determination of the the first stage transformed nay be represented by

power peaking factor, pp., for each of the possible 288 's, refueled from

6. . These curves allow the reactor cycle lifetime, 6t., to be determined

•s a function of any beginning of cycle state vector 8. as well as the

corresponding burnup, BU., for each of the three zones. In other vords,

any one of the allowed refueling patterns can be chosen for the next stage in

the optimization analysis. The facts of life curves provide automatically

the PP.,, St., and the corresponding 8, for that refueling pattern. The

isotopic inventory of the fuel is assumed to be a function of BU only, hence

B. (BU., BIT,, BU,) can be used to determine both p. and g. for each step. By

this means, the p.*s and g."s as well as the operating lifetime, fit. + Z 6t.
3 3 b j-1 3

are determined at each stage. The reactor cycle lifetime relates directly to

the corresponding p since the reactor operates at full power during the periodi

The energy costs, g , are slightly -more complex to compute because the capital

costs are included to assess the effect of a loed factor change assumed to

be 802. The fects of life curves also allow the constraints to be used to

eliminate many of the 28 possible 6^'s, i.e., remove all pp^'s where pp^ is

greater than pp max.
t

Each of the possible 28 refueling patterns of 8. have a maximum power

peaking factor pp.. When pp. for any such configuration exceeds the

constraint pp , that refueling pattern is not allowed and the refueling

max

pattern discarded. The sane is true for the constraint BU referring

to some naxioum allowed burnup within a fuel assembly. The curves are then

used to relate each of the EOC states. 6 * with the 8 . states. Hence
* n n~i

ei " H(8b> V (194)

for each of the allowed 6, states, (Note that Eq. (190) relates only

to the EOC state, i.e., 6^ and 8 b). The objective function for each pf

these states is

(195)P1(Bb,w1) + pb

and all must be stored for future reference. Continuation of this procedure

results at each stage in a set of

6n - H(6Ti ,n n—X

and

(196)

(197)
ww

The overall operating policy is identified fox each path by

Many different final end states are found at any stage and each state has

an optimum for the path chosen. A final comparison is then nde to choose

the overall optimun operating policy and its niniaun energy coat. In

addition to constraints a number of decisions at w (or corresponding 6

states) are removed by considering the elimination of similar end states.
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That i s , i f any two EOC states and 6™(BU: . due to

different reload decisions «n(£) and wn(n) at stage n have the Bl^'s

for each zone equal to within + 3Z, then the two states are assuned equal.

The state for which G (6 )/P (6 > is a minimum is then kept and the othern n n n

discarded using the optimal policy.

(198)

In this Banner the calculation proceeds until

S + Zt^T

where T is the lifetime of the power station.

The optlaal policy obtained by dynamic programming is also the global

optimum, and constraints are easily handled because ihe optimum policy

obtained automatically satisfy the constraints on the state variable. Com-

puter time and storage, however, Is the most serious difficulty with dynamic

programming since tine and storage requirements increase exponentially with

the dimension of the state variable. Three regions are the maximum number

dynamic programming can be used pracdcally in the batch refueling policy.

7.2 Linear Programing

The optimization of fuel managemenr costs using linear programming

techniques is reported In many papers ̂ "»",5B,73; ̂ n ̂ ^ literature.

In this method, the reactor objective function and Its constraints are

written in the form of a linear combination of reactor related variables.

Many of the requirements for nuclear fuel management are mathematically

linear by nature, and others can be linearized. The equations with constraints

establish limits for a range of an infinite number of possible solutions.

Linear programming finds the optimum of the allowed solutions based on mini-

mizing or maximizing the objective function. The constraint equations must

also provide information on the state of the reactor at the EOC and at the

SOC for the next cycle.

Linear programming suffers from the same disadvantages as dynamic

programing In that there are too many variables associated with the

placement of individual fuel elements to follow. For example, a two-region

10-cycle problem of 116 lots and 40 constraints can be easily solved by

a computer, while a five-region 10 cycle problem which yields 10 lots

and 100 constraints is beyond the ability of present computers. A lot* ^

as used by several authors, differs from a batch in that a batch contains

fuel assemblies with the same cycle history, whereas a lot further restricts

fuel assemblies to the sane core regions throughout their life.

The procedure for determining the exact location of individual fuel

elements for a reload requires a solution to nudeonic codes which arc

nonlinear. The linearizing of the nudeonic codes permit the analysis

of simple one-dimensional geometry solutions using at nost a few separate

regions to define the cote. Thus linear programing is used more as a

guide to limit the number of possible choices available for refueling a

core and thus reducing the number of calculations performed with the accurate

nucleonlc codes to find a near optimum solution. Both linear programming

and dynamic programming nay be used in a complementary fashion to optimize

reload configurations. Here linear programing is used to determine the

optimum conditions at each stage or cycle of the reactor life. Dynamic

programming is then applied So limit the number of decisions and state

vectors to store for the remaining stages.

To understand linear programming, it is best to introduce first a

simple fictitious example conceived to introduce the subject (74)
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problem chosen is one which maximizes the reactivity of the core. A company

manufactures two types of fuel for a breeder reactor, type 1 and type II,

using U-235, Pu-239, and U-233. The following lists the fuels required.

Fissionable Material

U-235

Pu-239

U-233

Inventory h»s available for manufacture * total of 10000 go, 10000 go, and

12000 gm. of U-235, Pu-239;and U-233 fissonable material respectively.

Let Xj - no. of type I fuel rods

X2 - no. of type II fuel rods

The constraint equations limit each fissionable material for the tvo

types to the amount available, i.e..

Amount

Type

40

30

30

I

gm

go

gin

of
1
Fuel
fuel

to Produce
rod

Type 11

50 gn

20 gm

80 en

for U-235

40

50

+ 50 X2 <_ 10000 (199a)

+ 20 X 2 < 10000x 2 (199b)

foT Pu-239

and 30 ^ * 80 X2 £ 12000 (199c)

for U-233.

The reactivity produced by Type I is, on a relative scale, 5 per fuel

rod and 3 per fuel rod for Type II. The objective function Co optimize is:

Y - 5 Xx + 3 X 2 (200)

The three constraint equations, (Eqs. (199a-199b-199c) are drawn in Fig. 43.

The shaded area is the region allowed by the constraints. The location within

this allowed area where the objective function (reactivity), Eq. (200)is a

maximum can be found by drawing lines for different values of Y in Eq. (200)

i.e., reactivity lines parallel to Y are lowered until one touches the

allowed region.
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- 10000
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- 12000
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NUMBER OF TYPE I FUEL RODS, 7^

Fig. 43. Linear Programming Sample Problem
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3000
17

176.17

and

_max
*2

1000
17 - 58.82 (201)

The core will contain 176 fuel rods of Type I and 58 fuel rods of Type IX.

Almost all of the U-235 and Pu-239 will be used in making the fuel rods for

the core, but some U-233 Is left over due to the constraints equation for

U-235 and F-239 intersecting with the objective function at their allowed

maximum values. The U-233 constraint is not limiting, i.e., it is an

inactive constraint.

The prime objective of a fuel management optimization program Is to

provide an automatic procedure for refueling reactors which minimize the

energy costs and satisfies all of the safety and operating constraints.

These programs should be applicable to both the equilibrium and nonequilibrium

cycles. Any optimization program that fulfills this objective must shuffle

and replace Individual fuel assemblies to effect the final reload pattern -

a formidable task. However, such programs will be different for different

kinds of reactors. An optimization program for PWR's can consider fuel

assemblies unlformally loaded with the same enrichment, but they must follow,

in addition to the history of the individual fuel assemblies, the variation

in burnup of each quarter section of the fuel assembly. Hence rotation of

the fuel assembly as veil as its location must be determined. A BWR fuel

assembly contains within it different enrichments, so that its orientation

within a unit scouP °f four assemblies around a control blade Is fixed.

Hence following the average burnup of a BWR fuel assembly may be sufficient

for a BUR core.

There are many different methods for optimizing the refueling decisions

for nuclear power plants. The method of separating the overall task into

separate subtasks, first introduced by Melice, and applying the best optimi-

zation procedure to each subtask appears to be very promising. In this

method the refueling of the reactor nay be separated from the cost analysis

and the refueling of the reactor optimized using a decision vector of few

dimensions. Then by determining the cost of various reload decision vectors

a separate but external optimization procedure can be used to determine the

overall best refueling pattern. It is Important to remember that multicycles

must always be analyzed to assure refueling decisions made for the initial

reactor cycles do not lead to complications In the operation of future cycles,

addition more precise nucleonics and thermal hydraulic calculations and safety

analyses must be performed before the final reload configuration becomes

acceptable.

When isolating the optimization of the refueling of a reactor from the

overall problem, the factors to be considered basically remain the same.

There are seven variables in the decision vector as presented in the rirst

part of this chapter. Almost all of the studies reported in the literature

separate the decision to change the mechanical design of the fuel assembly

from the other six, and do not consider changing the fuel assembly design.

In general changing the mechanical design will involve a large analytical

and experimental effort to insure the integrity of the new design, and

optimization procedures developed for the remaining six decisions can be

applied to any new fuel assembly design.

Several authors begin their optimization procedure by dlvidlnp, the

reactor into a few one-dimensional homogeneous regions. Either dynamic 445
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programing or linear programming can be applied to optimize the refueling

patterns for theae simple configurations; however, linear programming appears

to be the sere promising. Even so, Lew and Fenech have recently uaed dynamic

programing to optimize the reloading of a TOR for a non-equilibrium cycle

using a coat functional for the objective functional. Their model Incorporates

the direct placement of Individual fuel assenblles and gives emphasis to the

accuracy of physics modeling and realistic reactor operating constraints.' '

The "Principle of Optlaality" uaed in dynamic programming is useful to

Incorporate Into any optimization model because It Units the number of stored

reactor states and related data by eliminating similar end states having less

than the optima conditions.

Hotoda et.al.(75) , Sauer(70), and Mingle<49) initially homogenize the

reactor into a few radial zones and use linear programming to optimize the

one-dimensional geometry. More refined analysis is then used to optimize

the core on a higher level to determine the placement of the individual fuel

assemblies. The higher level optimization places the Individual fuel assemblies

baaed on the results of the one-dimension homogeneous analysis, i.e., the

homogenlzation of the Individual fuel assemblies conforms to the optimization

result* using the one-dimensional aethods. The more detailed and accurate;

the analysis, the larger the code and the vore time and storage capacity

required of the computer.

Anyone developing an optimization scheme for the first time should

recognize the usefulness of optlaizing equivalent one-dimensional homogeneous

cores, even though their aethod aay not require this type of optimization

procedure. Although Chitkara, et.al." ' circumvents the simple geometry

to optimize for the equilibrium cycle, their non-equilibrium cycle procedure

initially employs the simple geometry method.

There are two different principle optimization constraints one may choose.

If the power is limited by the nuclear portion of the plant then it is advanta-

geous to use the constraint that obtains the flattest possible power distri-

bution. This is, the constraint employed by -most authors. If the power is

limited by the non-nuclear part of the plant, then the core k r f £ (BOC or EOC)

is to be optimized. Under these conditions, the EOC core is the determining

factor In any optimization scheme, and optimizing the EOC k .. as performed

by Huang, et.al. ' is the preferred direction. It is then necessary to

find a EOC refueling pattern and a depletion trajector that leads to the

optimum EOC core.

All of the above methods use calculational techniques that must be

refined with more precise calculations. If the objective functional is not

a cost functional, then sensitivity studies about the optimum configuration

nust be made to determine if the cost functional le at a minimum. More precise

nucleonic thermal hydraulic calculations mist be coupled into the calculations,

and the standard safety analyses performed to assure safe operation of the

reactor and to obtain HRC approval.

In conclusion, there remains much to be accomplished in optimizing the

refueling of nuclear reactors. Faster and siapler nucleonic codes which

incorporate a direct search routine and terminate in precise locations for

all fuel assemblies in the reloaded core, e.g. those by Stout and Robinson ' 5'

Chitkara and Weisman/765 Huang and Levine,<77> lew and Fenech, <78) and

(79"}Chen, et.al. should be further improved to include three dimensional

analyses. In optimizing the overall problem it is best to break the problem

into subproblems and apply the best optimization procedure to each subproblem.

where



The optimization model must include somewhere in the iteration scheme thermal

hydraulic calculations, safety calculations, and terminate with precise

nudeonlc analysis before the refueling pattern can actually be used by

the utility. It is important that sensitivity analyses be performed about

the final design to show the changes in the performance characteristics of

the core due to changes or variations in core variables, i.e., fuel tempera-

ture, enrichment, cross section variations, to allow selection of near

optimum conditions for other reasons. For such sensitivity studies variational

methods, perturbation theory and other similar calculational techniques

appear promising and should be investigated for future applications.

3.2.7 Experimental Support of Codes Development

In the 1950's when nuclear reactors were being developed to produce

megawatts of power, critical facilities played an important role in their

development. Multigroup cross sections applicable for design purposes were

just beginning to be used and it was essential that experimental nuclear

reactors be constructed and used to verify reactor design calculations.

Basically, two type3 of critical facilities were constructed. In the

first type, the fuel elements and core design were of a simple configuration

and used to effect group constants and various basic nuclear reactor parameters.

The cores of these facilities consisted of one or two regions incorporating

a regular and uniform array of fuel elements. The fuel elements and their

relative positions presented a configuration that could be analyzed with

minimum complications due to geonetry considerations. Critical mass, excess

reactivity, temperature coefficients, k^, n , f,e ,p, flux distribution,

and other related parameters were measured and compared with theoretical

calculations. Cross section data, resonance escape probability data, and

other nuclear reactor physics parameters were either incorporated into

the codes or normalized to give the best comparison with experimental

results.

The other type of critical facility is one that allows construction

of a reasonable duplicate of a portion or the full core of a power reactor, i.e.

the core configuration is a mock-up of the core of the power reactor.

From the reactor physics point of view the fuel assemblies and control

rods used in the mock-up had the same neutron interaction characteristics

as the actual power reactor; however, the construction cost and environ-

mental requirements were much less. For example, aluminum would be

substituted for zircaloy, the fuel was not designed to withstand high water

temperatures, and foils and other types of experimental devices could be

easily placed within or next to the core region. Nuclear design codes

were evaluated and modified to provide good agreement with the results

using the mock-up reactor. Of particular importance were the critical mass,

excess reactivity, control rod worths., power and neutron flux distribution,

and the temperature coefficient. In general, the critical facilities were

designed to operate at temperatures below 110°F (43°C).

Critical facilities are used today to study various conditions of the

reactor for comparison with nudeonic code calculations. For example, critical

experiment*: have been performed to study critical mass under storage or

reprocessing conditions
(80)

Charged particle accelerators creating neutron

beams at various energies have been and are continuing to be used to measure

neutron cross sections. These experimental data are compiled and used to
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provide the basic data for calculating group constants for all reactor design

codes. Errors in these measuremeits produce errors in the calculations

which are then normalized to give good agreement with reactor experiments.

A large data base has now been accumulated from measurements

performed on critical assemblies and power reactors to test and verify

nucleonic codes. ' Neutron detectors and thermocouples are now

placed within operating nuclear power reactors to provide important power

and temperature distribution for qualifying nuclear analytical methods.

Operating core critical rod patterns, power, flow, inlet subcooling, dome

pressure, and traversing in-core probe measurements are routinely performed
( SI ̂

in BHR plants. Similar 3-D spatial measurements are made

in PWRs to verify their code calculations. As more and more reactors

are operated with mixtures of depleted and fresh fuel, computer codes are

continually being improved both in speed and economy of operations as

well as in accuracy. This is an ever-going process that will continue to

improve the operation, safety, and economics of nuclear power plants.
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